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OBJECTIVES IN COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING
rjp

REPORT OF THE SECOND CONFERENCE ON
BUSINESS TRAINING FOR ENGINEERS AM)
ENGINEERING 'HWANG FOR
STUDENTS OF BUMESS

INTRODUCTION.
The first Conference.The first
conference,' held in Ahington
une '23 and 24, 1919, was called by the United States
Commissioner
of Education on behalf of a conference
committee

consisting of
business men and university deans of tommerce and
engineering.
Tlae following tentative curricula
,tiggestions were submitted for
consideration by the committee: First, that a minimum
number of

hours in businesvtraining, to be determined by the
committee, be
refluired in all engiaering courses; seccnd, that a
curriculum
viding for a minimum, of 15 to :10 units in business ec(inomicsprobe
incorporate(i in all engineering courses 8,1d offered on an
elective
i)asis; third, that a curriculum in conuntircial or
'industrial engineering subjeats be offered in schools of'commerce with
degree to
be given in that school; fourth, that a five-year cAlbined
engineering
and commercial course be prepared. The committee
further recommended that from 12 to 18 semester hours be required in all
engineering courses in the fallowing subjects: General
economics, cost
accounting, business organization, and business law.; that electives
be
encouraged in connection with all engineering courses in the
following subjects: Labor and employment problems, statistics,
corporation
management and finance, political science, marketing, including
advertising and salesmanship; psychology, scientific management,
and
transportation. It was further recommended that economic phases
of engineering subjects be emphasized wherever possible in engi-

neering instruction.
The four curricula suggestions submitted by the committee were
approved by the first; public conference. It was recommended that
no action be then taken in regard to the third,and
fourth curricula
.

I A report of this conference

waft printed

as Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1919, No.
58, copies of which may be secured from the Superintendent
of Documents, Government
Printing Office, WasOington, D. C., at 20 cents a copy.
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suggestions. 'The conferenCp, however,' recommended that the following (1ngineering sufjects be appiil.)ved for students of commerce,
the selection of all of which, exclusive of freshman mathematics,
would give a total of 3u semester hours: hopwork, 3 hours for One
semester; properties and strength of m4eria1s, 3 hours for one
semester: drawing and machinery analysis, 3 hours for one \Tar
applied mechanics including' .-draulics, 3 hours for One year; and
a 2-1Ìour course for the year in eac i 6f the following: Mechanical
engineering, civil engineering, and electrical (-Ingineering (mav

I

better called mechanical, civil, and electrical applications): It is
assmutld that commerce studDnts enter upon this work With h
school algebra through.quadratics and plane geometry, fre$IimaIri
mathematics, and preliminary training in physics and chemistry.
conference
T he xerwul confer( nce.The primary purpose of this
held in Washington 111ay 1 and 2, 1922, Nvas to promote through
training better coordination pf.the major operations in industry and
commerce. There was an attendance of 2 1 5, comprising largely
business elecutives, engineers, and professors of business and .engineering. The topics of discussion related to the coordination of
college training with tho industrial demand, to civic and social
training of the engineer and business, and to the training of the
engineer for management of overseas engineering fwojeks. The
committee2 fioped that the discussion of these topics might help
solve the new problems that have recently .arisen in modern industries, the. solution of -which demands a more scientific approach to
include job analysig and Personnel specifications and a translation
for use in our engineering
. of titese into a new and teachable content
and commerce schools; might assist the engineer to.a better understanding of problems relating to conununity development and aid
in the training of the engineer for management of Overseas engineering projects.
I

Tbe :tamer' of the members of the committee on commercial engineering are printed

in the Appendix.
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OBJ ECTIVES IN COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING

FINAL SESSION Group conferences, 2 p. m.
Group No. 1. Presiding officer: George W. Dowrie, dean, School of Business.
University of Minnesota. Discussion of topic, first session.
Group No. 2. Presiding officer: F. M. Feiker, vice president, NIcGraw-Ilill
Co. ( Inc.), New York City. Discussion of topic, second session.
Group No. 3. Presiding officer: -L. W. Wallace, executive secretary, Federated
Engineering Societies, Washington, D. C. Discussion of topic, third session.
Group

No. 4.11

TOPlc: Training of the engineer for mannoment of overseas engineering
projects.
MIP

s

Group 4 mot in conjunction with Group 3.
4
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PROcEEDINGS OF THE CONFERENCE.

Fl RST0 SESSION.

I'residing

Officer :

Joseph W. Roe, Professor of Engineering, College of Engineering, New York University.

Dr. A. I lamerschlag, in a byief address of welcome to the delegates,
stated that young men and woipen are vitally interested in the effort
to coordinate business and science, sinace it will create business o¡yortunities for technically trained men.
Dr. W. . Rittman expressed the belief that the conference would
greatly aid in determining content and metlmds in their course in
commertial engineering, a description of which had been prepared
anti issued in a special bulletin for distribution at the conference.
GLEN LEVIN SWIGGETT, general chairman of the conference. The training or work of a commercial or management engineer, or of the civilian engineer of a century ago, is not that of the

engineer specialist'of to-day with his purely engineering training.
According to the charkr of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 1820,
for example, the civil engineers of London thought of themselves
as directing the " grv.t sources of power in nature for the use and
convenience of man, as the mealis of production and traffic in Siates,
both for external and internal trade, etc."
Refinement of technique and specialization, while essential in economic progress, has deprived industry and commerce in recent years
of a much-needed type of sevvice. The problems which the need
presents will omly find solution in the coordination of Ill factors
that have seemed to. function separately within the major divisions
of production and distribution: b The efficient and- scientific conduct
of business demands an adequate supply of college-trained men and
women -whose training represents a combination of essentials of
engineering andothe fundamentals of busihess practice.
Between the new engineer and the civil engineer of 1820 lies a
succession of design engineersengineers trained by the best methods known to the physical and mathematical sciences of their, time
to plan and create within the field of engineering construction. The
latter are, húwever, design and research engineers who have had but
,Js

.0
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little concern in the past with the commercial or- even coffilnlinitv
'Fite steady drift away from
USE' Of their design or construction.
the narrow specialization of the tevlinical engineer in the direction

of the commercial engineer is giving to indu:try and crunnterce men
capable Of al;plying the Principles 01 engineering to Ow pro!rressivv
pahle of
needs
.. of business and a changing economic society; men c.
regtonally grouping the economic resources of the world so that they
can be at all times recovered and as;A9111 )1ed in propbr I.daces for
manufacture anti use by the nu!st direct routes in the most effeciie
and least costly manner. The commercial engineer is not the ett6-

,

i

.

1

,

business titan. "He IlillA he prepared fur 111-: WOrk hv
a course of study so framed as to afford the technique', the princiPlest and linmdedge required in indusirY ¡Ind comnwri.e. by a newer
and bet(er combination of physical and m:ttliematical sciencv Nv i t h
the sulbjec:s of business and commerce. The teffirency of busines is .
more and more to direct selling. even direct financing in certain
types. KnowledgP of prodnction proceses and. inet hods is becoming.
,
,
necessary as supplementary or even basic knowledge in marKeting
:old finance. Schcols of commet co of un iversit y :rua le h a vo ;it
tempted to Dieet this situation by developin!r courses in accountancy.
organization, and 111:lnagewent. ,Their course can ile strengthenel
in the preparation for matn-tgement. however, by some entpilahis IIIH)II
subjects dealing with the materials and nwans or agencies of (omnterce froill the engineering point of view.
The problems of community or city management are such as% a
commercial PIT.; neer can best solve. 1 le s11(7u1d be able to coordinate
ellicivntly alrbroadly economic factors Of the infm1;hril city, in it b1 f
a gigatitic engineering project, a colosal industf-641 enter 'se. Tlie
commercial engineer has an even greater Opportunity whic i votent luny presents itself in every caunty throughout the United States.
The scientific condtwt of-tjte..Nation's business is inqms;,ible without
full knowledge of the sources of materials, manufacturing (Poet's,
nnd ccinsirning markcts, the relat isms of these'to labor, credit supply,
and transportat ion facilit ies. To secure and make that in format ion und.erstandinglr avaliable for our business men, .(1 must begin
with our smallest economic unit, the county. Rural communities
must be changed scientifically into industrial unit swindusti.iar units%
must be similarly guided on their ;way to a more rapid return to°
truck or farming communities. Economic community guidance is
imperatjve in view of world-trade competition. Afany communities.
to-day are supporting indastries that are by their location a liability
to the community and a greater one to the Nation. Counsel and
'guidance of commercially trained engineers in every county will aidthese counties solve tl)eir problems.relating to unwise employment
. and care ,of labor, seasonal and rotary; wrong standards of living,
neer beeolne

i
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therefore, uneconomic ; improper tran4ortat ion outlets; standards
a

and kinds of production; marketing opportunities; available ctetlits;
and above all to solve problems relating to housing and health, to
the proper balance bet \Veen the individual's duties to society and his
own ecoLionnc rights.

Major Topic of the First Session: Current Practices in Colleges and Universities relating to Business Training for Engineers and Engineering Training
for Business Men

The three spcsakers based their remarks upon data secured in advance of the meeting by the chairman orthle committee on cohimercial engineering. Deans of engineering were asked to supply the
following information for the .engiueering divisions, mechanical,
hemical and indu,trial, or commercial: Numcivil, electrical, III
Iter of semester hours olrerea and required ill business laNy, business
organization, corporation management and finance, cosj accounting,
gibneral e(:onomics, lalA)r and employment problems, niarketing- inclucling advertising and salesmansliii), political science, psychology,
scientific management, statistics, and transportation. Deans of com!tierce were asked to state, if offered, the number of semester hours,
elective or required, of business students iti sl wpwork, propaert ies and
strength of materials, draWing and machinery analysi:;, applied
mechanicsincluding hydraulics, general course in mechanical engineering, civil engineering, or in electrical engineering. Dean
Walker discussed practices in State inAitutions to the %est of the
Mississippi River 'and Wan Sackett those to th.e east. Professor
Jackson discussed Fact ices in non-State higher institutions. A statement on crtrrent, practices in colleges anti 11niversiti6s relating to
busiiiess training for engineers has been prepared since the confer-

by the chalrman of the onimittee and is ptinted its Part of
this report, pages 15-22.
dean of ..engineering, University,-of Kansas.
P. F. WA LK

enc:e

a

Since the 1919 conference, changes in a Considerable number of institutions have been brought about. The causes which have led to those
changes have probably been many, the major one being the trend in
industry toward a recognition of the need for men who have learned
to think in broad terms of Production On a nAtion-wide scale. tone
consideration of international problems associated with foreign trade
has also led to calls for men fitted to tal& on-the (WU% of foreign
assignments.. Several of our institutions recognize the ne d for work
of this character and thAb benefit that -will aqirue to indi uals and
to the Nation through the meeting of such needs.
The resmnmendaticins niade at the Mshington confeyence of 1919
stimulated the study of business subjects by engineering students.
in several of the nstern institutions it is reported that the inclu.-
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sion of economics, either as requirements or option, in the curricplum
has been brought about since 1919. Some work in ()Commies is required in 25 of the 29 schools which have furnished informati6n on
which this teport is based. In two of the, others econoniics is optional and. quite commonly elected. The _second recommendation.
however, that would include a considerabro amount of optional
courses in economics and business, is provided for in only a few
inst ances.

The important part of this report is here given in diagrammatic

form.
ENGINEERING STUDENTS REPORTS, .

SEMESTER FOURS OF
ECONOMICS AND
ADMINISTRAT
.-4

nr4 oroi

8 8 §

INSTITUTIONS.

o

10 NO 4' DO 0
IOWA STATE COLLEGE

A. & M. COLLE3E OF TEXAS.
OREGON AGRI. COLLECk.....
UNIVERSITY 1OF EANSAS . .

,

oimmwmamim

=

.

IIIIIIIIIIIIII

KANS. STATE AGRI . COLLEGE

11111111111111

COLORADO

,4

1111

.

UN I nasIT Y OF

mimmora

°04cM"a? P_Hcr

11111 iiauua

-r

.

UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA . .

timmommol

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
COLORADO' SCHOOL OF MINES

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
....... UN IVEISIfil OF IOWA

momon--,

IMO

WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA .
I

UNIVERSITY OF LOUISIANA .

sommo

OKLAHOMA, A. & M. COLLEGE

Imilmems

,

Ins
I

MONTANA STATE COLLEGE . . .

I

COLORADO AGRI. COLLEGE

I

UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA... .
UNIVERSITY /OF IDAHO .. . .

imilmillmi

UNIVERSITY OF N. DAX
ARTS
:b
S. DAX. COL. A.3M.

17
,

1

N. DAL AGRI. COLLEGE

I

UNIVERSITY OF WYOMING.. :

......
ji.

s

I

1111a

,

_

_

M

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA

III
rim

UNIVERSITY OF S. DAL .
N. MEL COL. A. & M. ARTS
MISSISSIPPI LORI. COLLEGE
^ UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS....

_

The part on the right shows the number of students affected by.the
re,qui*ents. These requirements are shown to scale in the heavy
lines in the right portion. The institutions represented are arranged
in the order of number of studentq reported on, starting with Iowa
State College at. Ames, with something over 1,110 students in engia
Peering. The requirements on the left side indicate in each case the'
average of the hours of work in the standard courses in mechanical,
NAP
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civil, electrical, chemical, and mining engineering, and architecture.
Where an institution reported on several groupsmechanical efigi!leering, for instance, seven hours; civil engineering, five hours; electrical engineering, five hoursthere was no effort made to weight:
These requirements represent the simple time. average of the reporting groups. whatever that number may have been.
In several of ihe institutions.the requirement in these lines is considerably 'greater for the mecAnical group than for the others. The
eavy vertical line shown on the diagram is the weighted average for
the entire grOup of 29 institutions3that is, it is found by takingthe nuniber of tudents, imiltiplying this by the number of hours re-

quired, and dividing the total of qle products by the total number
of students. This total number of students is
For the first four institutions the requirements fall between limits
of 5 hours and 11 hours. The requirements at the University of
Kgensas are almost the average. namely, 6.6 hours. The uniformity
shown in the'requiremen'ts of these 14 institutions, which represent so
large a majority of the. total number of students considered, indicates
that the institutions in the western Alississippi and 'Alissourickdleys
are bringing tlwir requirements together on a very satisfactory basis.
The smaller institutions show a greater tendency to fluctuate in their

97.

requirements.

The subjects within the group of courses involved in this general
study which have been required in the greatest number of institu.tions are: General economies, usually a three-hour course; business
law, in amount varying from on*1 tp three hours; business organization, frequently united with business law flu about the same amount
of attention; corporation finiince, in the same manner but in somewhat.less degree; scientific matagement, in seven institutions, for
two or three
, hours. Business law, business organization, and corPont ion finance seem to be groAped in a number of institutions into
a single course, which may be required or optional for engineering
students. 11 is, of course, a hasty course and can only give the out.

.

s Data sheets were not received from the University of California, the University of
Washington. and others.
The following excerpt is from a letter of the vice chairman of the faculty of engineering of the University of California received subsequent to fhe conference by the chairman of the committee on commercial engineering: Prescribed subjects practically Include
nothing like. business law, business organization, etc. Students are encouragea to use
their electives for such subjects as economics, law of contracts, etc. Within the engineertng departmints courses on marketing, labor and employment problems, scientific
management, etc.. are not offered, except in ito far as these subjects are dealt with in
announced subjects in the curriculum. The following statemOnt, also received since the
conference, relates to business training for engineers 'at the University of New Mexico:
Six semester hours.each in general economics and cost accounting have been offered since
1920 In civil, electrical; mining, and chemical engineeripg. The engineering atuaents are
required to take either 4 semesters' work in economics and tecounting, or in some foreign
.

la uguage.

Imp
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live of contract principles and the principles underlying the organization of the corporation.
Cost accounting. political science, and psychology appear :IS required subjects twice each, although political science is an optional
subject. in a considerably larger number. It is only an occasional
institution which goes outside of the above-mentioned branches for
students in the standard engineering courses. The catalogue of the
University of Washington shows an average gvaduat ion reguii:Nuent.
of two semester hours .n.busines law. The University of California
and Lehin'd Stan for41 Univ.ersit v hare their requirements for graduation indicated on a plan showing a large number of elective hours,
but very little actually required. For these institutions it is undoul)tedly true that students in large numbers inciude subjects of this general character in their work schedule, but it is difficult to determine
with accuracy from the catalogues.
The tendency to pérmit students to select optional subjects to a considerable extent makes it difficult to arrive at positive conclusio»;.
The general resultant is slightly toward an increase i» the time
given.to buiness subjects, but the tendency is not espec.ially marked,
and it. is probable the the limit will he reached very soon.
Only three institutions wesi of the Mississippi make svecific provision for carrying out the second recommendation f t hconference
cominittee.
Two of these schools, the Universities of Kansas and of i'tah. have
established courses under the name of imlustrial engineering. These
are for the regular four-year course and call for the completion Of a
considerable amount of work in economics: At -the University of
Kansas 21 hours ih general economics and accountiv are required.

with 10 additional hours in scientific management, transportation,
and business law. At the University of Utah a general requirement
goof. 25 hours in this group of topics is required. These courlirs,i11 .
indwstrial engineering correspond in a general way with those offered
at the Massachuset ts Institute of Technology, Ponsyl van ia State College, Sheffield Scientific School, Columbia UniyersityfNew York ITniversity, and several Others. It is essentially a course in mechanical
engineering with the business courses substituted for a corresponding
amount of the more highly specialized ivork. At the Universit y of
Kansas the general degree of bachtllor of science is given, while the
degree of bachelor of science in engilieering is given on completion of
the standard courses.
The University of Nebraska has adopted a plan whereby students
may remain for a fifth year, to be given over largely to work-in the
school of economics and business, following which another dvgree of
the baccalaureate grade is awarded.
.

-!
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The University of Kansas also makes provision for students to
take five years in the university for the colupletion of t he engineering. requirements. This is based primarily on the plan of the
student devoting the first year of the period to general work in the
college of liberal *arts, but during which time he would make a
staa in mathematics. With 30 semester hours to his credit he then
enters die school Of engivering, where he completes the schedule
is required of regular four-year students, but with a considerable
nrmber of opt ional hours which he may devote to business subjects.
Of the comparatively small number of studepts Nvho ha %:e followed
this Plan, a considerable porhon actually take several additional
hours in economics and sociology.
'The average number of semester hours required for graduat ion in
the .29 reported institutions is 1.1.2.5. The aven4ie for the first 14
Is 1 37.-i hours. .These figures should be given some weight in judgo,
ing as to the signiticautZT of the *semest er hour.
The western institution is gradually coining to the idea that the
engineer needs to have at least an iutroduction to economies and
business° pricciples. Many of the smaller schools are unable to carry
through the program on an etfectiv(i scale. For, the bulk of students
trained in this section of the country, however, there tire afforded
abuiniant opportunities to secure the work recommended by the first
national conference on offinnexcial engineering, held ih Washivgttn,
June, 191 9.

h. L. SACKETT, dean of engineering, Pennsylvania State Col,

ra
I'l
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This report is based upon data -from 27 inst itutions, having a
mtal enrollment Of 1 5,:)36 'technical students. 111 except 2 offér
o4onumics for engineers, and all but G require it or some related
llbject. The average number of credits required by those specifying
economic subjects is 7.5 semester credits, or almost 5 per cent of the
total. There are numerofis variations in the same instit ution in the
requiremetits in differe.nt courses. In such case, the representative
course was includvd. In practically all-inst itutions listed, economics,
polkical'science, and related subjects are offered, and.probably elec4
tions are more numerous than the table shows.
Economics and related subjects are valuable to the engineer; so
aro psychology, lo'gic, social science, la w; medicine, and theology, but
man i fest ly oniy a limited amount of t hem can be included in our engineering curricula. We may in the 'future discard sonic of the engimtring subjects.. Some are decreasing the amount, of modeyn
language or other cultural subjects, but on the whole the change is
very slight.
A previous speaker has referred to the usual course in industrial
engineering !is being practically the Mine as that in meclianical

iege.

.
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engineering. My interpretation would be slightly different,. In the
institutions east of t,li, Mississippi which have such a course, it is
not a course in mechariical engineering, with certain subjects omitted,
and certa,in business subjects, such as those mentioned, incluaed. It
is rather a more distinctive course, in which, while mechanical
,engineering is included, and electrical engineering also, there is a
backbon6 which has for its emphasis production, management, or-

ganization, routing, and those fundamental factors in American
economic industrial production.
We can give in a four-year course the fundamental training in

engineering and also in economics or even in business practicea
superficial form o ii economics. Four-year curricula in engineerin!i
in American insti utions have a fairly well-defined purpose. The
same is true of those in econo'mics, busin.ess administration, commerce,
and finance. Five and six year engineering curricula are already
he're and in a few years will Probably be more numerous. These contain and will contain more of the cultural subjects and will permit
limited instruction in economics or businesunethods. But at present
there4s a very definite and logical course for the student of engifwer-

four-year curriculum who desires to further fit himself for
business or executive 'work, and that is by taking a postgraduate
course in an institution specializing in that particular subject.
The conferences held on this subject by the committee on commercial engineering have been valuable because they have emphasized
the commercial side of engineering, but the commercial is not the
most important of high-grade undergraduate training in engineering
The table shows that engineering college admjnistrations appreciate
the value of economics and related subjects and have given thew some
part-in their curticulum. Engineering is more broadly interpreted
to-day than ever before, and service to humanity is the goal. Engineéring curricula Ire overcrowded, and the difficult problem is
what to omit and how to 1)roaden engineering subjects so that new
emphasis may be placed on economy in design and operation of engineering enterprises and to so develop the instincts of management
and 'responsibility to the public .that the engineer .and the profession,.
shall perform a_more positive public service.

ing in
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Studrntx rivollcd in rertain institutions Credits and 1our8 rcquired.
Average

number
semester
credits requireti to
graduate.

Number

Institution.

of

students.

(-Morph School of Techmpiog
Michigan College of Mines

1, 226
325

University of Delaware
University of Tennessip
University of West V
Rhode Island State College
Purdue University
University of Alabama. .

200
3g4

.

University of Illinois
University of Horid3..
Alabama Polytechnic Instinito
University of Kerourky
University of Virgini.i .
University of North Carolina_ ..
Vnivorsity of N1sine
P,41( hig in Agricultural College
riversity of Nhuhig:in

Ne I lampshire Collvge
Total

88

1 g494t

University of Nlisisippi.
Pennsylvanil tate ( ollege .
Universip of Kansas
Clemson College, North Carolina
University of Vermont
North Carolin%State rollego
University of Wieonsin
Ohio State University
_

1

17

....

/

)r, 273
5s7
457
197
11333

1, 250
1, 221

1 473
150
543

330
200
132
52q

160
159
150

8
6
6

164
139
158
162
170
152

14

151

EE6

142
150
164

4

1%0
r)

1.r)0

io

4(10

1, rs

140

24.)1

15 rl3r1

ot 176

5
12
6
9
10

I 104

Average

number
semester
hours of
business
required.

167
1 200
153
132

12")

===

Average

number

semester
hours
elective.

,

I,

..............

6
4

8
7

4

4

5

.....

18
3
13
12
7
7
11

16
;
41,

1 Uncertain.
I A hove does not include commerciAl or industrial engineering Courses.
I Freshmen not included.

DUGALD C. JACKSON, professor of electrical engineering,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This report is based upon
data from 56 engineerihg 'schools other than State universities.
The institutions range from schools of special character like the
Lowell (Mass.) Textile School, brexel Institute (Philadelphia),
and certain smaller municipal unh*sities of the Central West to
long-established large engineering schools like Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the engineering schools at Cornell and Columbia Universities. The territorial range is from our Atlantic seaboard toThe Pacific slope and
from thekGulf States to our northern border. The 56 institutions
are located in 22 States and the District'of Columbia.
Pennsylvania
stands first in number of these inkitutions, with 10 of the 56 within
its borders. New York State runs a closb second. Massachusetts
and California stand third and fourth. The range in
character of
institutions is fairly illustrated by the 10 in Pennsylvania: Riicknell
University, Carnegie Institute of Technology, Drexel Institute, Lkfayette College, Lehigh University, Peinnsylvania College
(Gettysburg), Swarthmore College, ilniversi4 9f Pennsylvania, University%
of Pittsburgh, Villanova College. In this Hit of 10, tilt,
scope of
93070Q-21:---2
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emgineering instruction differs widely. The number of engineering
students goes from less than TO in Ono institution to nearly Soo in
another.
The questionnaire relates to instruction in subjects which are associated with the business aspects of engineering practice and are
collateral to the economic applications of the sciences underlying
engineering.4
Many of t he answers do not distinguish between some of the subjects. Several observations of definite character and service, howPA-er. are to be drawn from the answers. In the 56 institutions the
subject of general economics is omitted from the instruction of only
7, and these :UT mostly institutions giving what may be called introductory or partial engineering courses, e. g., the University of Toledo,
which gives only the first two years of the eng-ineering.conrses and
expects those students who wish to finish in en.viiwering to complete
their courses at OW Ohio State University or elsewhere. Two \yellestablished institutions with comprehensive enrineering (bourses are
among those that, omit general economics, hoWeve% M(We()VPr. the
variet V of time allotted to this subject in the varifws institutions
shows that no consensus of policy has been reached stok.-arding the
methods of teaching it or tho sCope needed.
Business law is a vequired study in* a large majority of the institutions, and most of those omitting it as a direct subject include
some businese subjevts in the curriculum of Which legal illustrahops must be a part, so that. the curricula of very few contain no
content partaking of the nature of business law. ,
The variety of treatment 6r the avoidance gi :eti to the othvr sub.
jects named in the quest ionna ire shows that the ppseence of any One in
a curriculum is the result of some individual opinion or some local
condition. The results indicate that. there is no unit of thought
on their relative importance respect ing each other or respect ing other
subjects. As the. answers do not show the experimental changes that
have been tried in the curricula here, there, and elsevtiiere, the questionnaire gives no indication of tendencies in opinions regarding these
subjects. Perhaps trial has not gone far enough to say that any real
tendencies exist in this matter.
Finally, the status of one subject, psychology. cleserves thought.
In 9 of the institutions psychology is a 'required subject in one or
more of the ealfineering courses. In 7 more it is optional in one or
more of the engineering courses. The questionnaire thus shows that
16 Out of the 56 institutions recognize psychology as an appropriate
subject in the engineering curricula. As its introduction by these has
in most cases been recent, it may be fairly assumed that the subject
. is
4WD. 411111

_

4 For lists of subjects, see p.
.

15.
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under test, tiuit other institutions will also try the effect of its int roduct ion, and after a few years psychology will have proved
its
worthiness or unworthiness for a permanent place.
Generalizations froifi the questionnaire are impracticable, but the
data seem to support the writer's opinion that the engineering-school
ies genertzlly are giving some thoughtful study to the best content of engineering curricula, that they are doing some experimenting
with changes on their own initiative, and also are utilizing opinions
and suggestions reaching t hem from (iut side their Own organizations.
Too great readiness to change would be unfortunate. as it might result
in much confusion in educational procesges. FAxperiment must
progress cautiously and in :in orderly manner, but more definite re-.
ileci ion and experiment on edncational processes and the content of
curricula are necessary to bring the engineering courses into their
most, serviceable place as feeders for the professional engineering
rrroups serving the industris and other engineering branches. If
.

t

I

wse c(In fe Fences of the commnittee on

commercial engineering should

...tiniuhite to deeper reflection and Iiiore thorough experimenting of
the nat tire referred to, they will perform a great service to the cause
o f engineering education.

G. L. swIGGETT, United States Bureau Qf Education. The
following report On current practices relating to engineering courses
for students of business in colleges and univeisit ies is based upon data
furnished by deans or head professors of business or economics in
college-; oil universities in which engineering is taught. The qbes,
t ionnaire dated anuary 3, 19'22, sought this inforibationnumber of
semester hours, elective or required, for students in business in the
following engineering subjects 5 : (a) Shopwork ; (b) properties and
rength of materials; (c) drawing and machinery analysis; (d) applied mechanics, including hydraulics; (e) general course in mechanical engineering; (f) gener:d course in civil engineering; (g) general
course in electrical engineering.
EN I NEE1t1 Nt; SUBJECTS AND BUSINESS STUDENTS
ALABAMA.

University of Alabama. The problem of combining engineering and 6oma
inereiai work is satisfactorily solved in this university by the industrifil
mnnagerpent course, of four years, in the college of engineering, leading
to the degree of bachelor of science in industrial management. In the
first two years the work is straight engineering, with the exception of
the course' in American economy. hi the third and fourth years all&
commercial subjects are Introdticed, constituting in all approximately
one-fourth of th our-yeir curriculum.
cf-d

s Reference to then subjects Ib the body of this statement will be according to letters
in the assigned order; for exadple, shopwork, (a) ; general course in mechanical engineering, (e) ; etc.
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ARIZONA.

Univ6rsity of Arizona. Every student registered for the bachelor of
kience degree in commerce is allowed 20 free electives. These may be
taken in engineering subjects which he is qualified to enter.

ARKANSAS.

S.

University of Arkansas. Twenty-seven term hours may be selected from
the courses offeed in the college of engineering.

CALIFORNIA.

California Institute of Technology. Semester hours required of business
students: a, 4;b, 7; e, 10; d, 14; e, f, and g, 34; alternntive, chemistry,
9; physics, 12; mathematics, 7. The subjects listed form part of course
in engineering economics and are compulsory for all students who enter
for the degree in E and E. Business and economic subjects may be
elected by students in other departments, however. A complete redraft
of the whole scheme is now in process.
University of California. No students in business take the listed courses,
although students in business might take them if they were willing to
take the necessary prerequisites.
University of Santa Clara. Not permitted to take any engineering subjects.
University of Southern California. A very limited number of conrses
may be taken by commerce students and count n electives, but there is
as yet no definite cooperation between the department of engineering
and college of commerce.
e

COLORADO.

Colorado Agricultural College. Business subjects not offered.
Coloralio College. At present no credit is given in the business department
for these listed subjects.
Colorado School of Mines. A business curriculum is not offered. Engineering students are offered some business subjects.
University of Colorado. No credit given in these subjects.
CONNECTICUT.

Yale University. Course in business administration, a graduate course,
discontinued. , Engiformet.y given in Sheffield Scientific School,
neering students requiredeto take course in economics, business, finaiwe,
and accounting.

nt

DELAWARE.

University of Delaware. Accepted on transfer a maximum of 12 senwster
hour credits in such engineering subjects as constitute definite studies.
No credit allowed for strictly laboratory work.
DISTRICT OF COLUBMIA.
Howard University. Students in business course may elect subjects in
engineering provided they have the prerequisites. Students in engineer4 101b

ing are required to pursue courses in business and commercial law,
economics, and business organization.
GEORGIA.

Georgia School of Technology. Students may take the first two. years In
electrical, mechanical, civil, chemical, or textile engineering, or architecture, 'and then take commerce during the last two years: or they may

elect to take the straight four years in commerce. . In the latter case
should their future objective indicate the neeessitir of knowledge In
some engineering sthect, they may elect appropriate engineering subjects approved by the heads of the departments copeerned (luring the

last two years.
University of Georgia. No credit for engineering subjects.
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IDAHO.

University of Idaho. Plaits, not yet approved, will permit business students to take several subicyets in technical departments
that bear
directly on the special field in Clich they are interested.
ILLIN0IS.
Northwestern University. Course in commerce is a two-year senior
college course. Not practicable to allow much range in the listed
subjects as electives. Such combinations as hydraulics, or electricity,
or
machinery analysis, and trecounting, #or salesmanship, or advertising,
would he treated as individual exeeptions to the general curriculum
University f 11 i ijok Shopwork, properties and strength' of ma terials,
and genertl courses in civil and electrical engineering are offered in the
junior year, and general course in mechanical engineering in the senior
year. The following numher of semester hours are required of all
students in industrial administ ration in the following subjects:" a, 4; b, 3;

,4

,s

c, f,

and ii 4 each.

INDIANA.

Purdue University.
I( )AVA.

d

Has no school of commerce.

State University of Iowa.
KANSAS.

Subjects are not taken.

University of Kansas. Subjects are not allowed.
KENTUCKY.

m

University of Kentucky. So far there has been no tendency for business
students to take engineering subjects. A possibility of the plan will be
suggested in next year's catalogue. A total of 30 hour; of work in
engineering may be taken. None required.
LOUISIANA.

houisiapa State University. Has no curriculum in business admiriistratIon.
Tulane University. No joint course in engineering and commerce.

111 tk I NE.

University of Maine. No provision for students in business to take these
courses; might b allowed when classes are not overcrowded.

MARYLAND.

Johns Hopkins University. Students Lig the college of arts and sciences
specializing in political economy "may elect subjects in engineering if
they so deire. So far. however, there have been no such cases. All our
undergraduate students in engineering take a 'gull year of political
economy.

J
UniVersity of Maryland. .Although no specific arrangements
have been
made to permit commerce students to apply technical engineering subjects such as these toward satisfying requirements for the commerce
degree (bachelor of sciences in economics), we will be willing to do so to

a limited extent.
MASSACHUSETTS.
,

Harvard University (Graduate School'of Business Admintstration). Engineering synopsis is offereti in the second half of the first year in ,the
, industrial management study
group on engineering. The purpose of
this course is to impart a sympathetic understanding of general problems of engineering in industriN msragemet?t, with a view to helping
the manager to reach proper decisions in matters involving *technical
considerations as a major element. The course deals. with the scope
and limitations of the engineering staff and the weight their technical
eV
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NORTH CA ROLINA.Continued.

free electives allowed in Junior and senior years in general business
course. The student can. take them all in the engineering department.
lu the shop management course students must chpose one of these
groups. Would prefer to follow the suggestions contained in the last
paragraph of your circular letter.'
University of North Carolina. Semester hours elective for business
students: a, b, e, and d, 3 eaeh; e, f, and g, 6 each.

NORTH DAKOTA.

University of North Dakota. Comnwrce students may elect these subjects.
No special provision is made, however.

OHIO.

Ohio State University.

Working out relationships with the colleLT of

engineering.

Municipal University of Akron. Semester hours elective for inisines4
students: a, 4; b, 6; c, 61/2; d, (3; c, f, and m
University of Cincinnati. Semester hours required of Ilucineft:t4 st utbdents
b, 5; c, 5; d, 6. Subjects a, b, c, and d have been required of business
students since 1919. .The shopwork is obtained by Ow student in work
performed for remuneration in manufacturing planui. This work obtained under direction of the university coordination departknent, as in
the case of engineering students. The cooperative part, involving shop,
work, cov.ffs the first two years' time of the student. Tiw essentials of
engineering in the various branches mentioned are given in several
courses during the first two years of work. The students pursue the
regularly preieribed courses in theme subjects for all engineering students
during the years prior to entrance into the strictly commercial or
business subjects.

.

OKLAHOMA.

Oklahoma Agriculturn and Mechanical College. Students are permitted
to take any engineering subject they desire. Drtfwing * required of all

students in .the first half of the freshman year. other subjects may
also be elected by the student who wants this type of work. Seniors
are urged to take works management as an elective.

OREGON.

Oregon Agricultural College. All students have a general option of 45
credits out of 207 which may he taken in the listed.subjects. In addition
a minor in commercial engineering is offered..

PENNSYLVANIA.
Carnegie Institute of Technology. The course in commercial engineering

extends over a period of four years and leads to the degree of bachelor
of science in commercial engineering. The course is especially designed
for men who Would enter those.fields of work where the problems to be
solved have to do in the main with production, finance, and distribution,
rather than with engineering research, design, and construction. The
subjects of instruction group themselves haturallx under three headn--fundamental, engineering, 'and commercial. Fundamental subjects are:.
Mathematics; descriptive geometri; physics; chemistry; English; psychology; and economics. Engineering subjects ar4e: Engineering; drawing and sketching; practice in pattern shop, machine shop, and forge
and foundry; materials; applied mechanics; machine design ; and theory
and fourth currl.
Refers io tecouunpdation of the 1919 conference relating to third
this
bulletin*.
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PENNSYLVA NIA Continued.

and application in 'civil engineering, mechanical engineering, and elect.rical engineering. Commercial subjects are: Industrial history ; statistics; economic production; industrial management personnel safety
:tend welfare; letters and reports; accounting; commercial law ; 1)ankin..4
and credit; corporation finance; advertising and selling; domestic and
foreign trade; and transportation.
Viettyshurg College. The listed subjects are not open to students in busi;

;

t ¡Oil or to those majoring in economics.
Lafayette l`ollege. Semester b6urs elective for business students: c,
d. 3.
Pennsylvania State College. Semester hoprs
elective
for
business
students:
o ,
Industrial Accounts, 3; scientific management, 3: Industrial organization, 3. Semester /ours required of business students: Industrial management, 3. InP the industrial ikngineering course students receive the
same instruction in fundamental engineering and .general subjects as is
given to all of t he engineering students )f the either COUrseS. The speciali4ed industrial engineering subjects in the industrhll engineering' cu'rrieuhun are: Organization; administration ; time and molon study ; safety
engineering; industrial relations; versonnelinclading employment, indu.t4trial costs, factary planning, shop economics, manufacturing methods,
purchasing, rem; dng and storing, routing and scheduling, production
control, and scientific management.
Unlversit y of Pennsylvania. :Mechanical dr¡wing. .hours. First Offered
as an elective in 1921-22.
University
a Pittsburgh. Semester hours elective for business students:
44
a, 6; b, 8; c, 8; d, 4 ; design, 4; poi*er plants, 4; and automotive engineering, 8.
IMODE ISLAND..
Brown Uni versit y. Semester hours elective for business students: h, 3;
c,.3; d, 12; e. 6; p, n: and industrial plants. 3. Applied mechanics, including hydraulics, not readily elective by students in business; may be
taken, however.
Rhode Island State College. Has no business students.
SOUTII DAKOTA.
University of South Dakota. Semester hours elective for busIns%3s
!less d In in iSt

4

students; a, 12; b, 6; drawing, 8; machinery analysis, 6; and d, 6.
Total not to exceed 24 semester hours.
TENNESSEE.

University of Tennessee. Semester hours required of .students taking
course In factory management: a, 6; b, 3; c, 6; and e (steam engineering), 3.
TEXAS.

These subjects were required in 1922.

University of Texas. Very few business students take engineering subjects. Such subjects are not required. A student nriay,*if he desires,
use his elective credits on any engineering subject for which he has the
prerequisite&
UTAH.

University of Utah. Semester hours elective for business students: a,
10-18; c, 9; d, 18; et 6; f, 9 ; u8.
VERMONT.

University of Vermont
of engineering.

No .provision for election of subjects in college
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V.

\
VIRGINIA.
University of Virginia. Elective for business students; One semester hour

in cost accounting as applied to engineer:ing. and two semester hours in
business administration for engineers In addition 12 session hours
taken at any time, of subjects a to g, inclusive, may be credited toward
a bachelor of science degree in comnwrC'e.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute. Uas no business course. Course in romrnerdal engineering embraces a number of subjects in various branches
of engineering curricula.
Washington and hee University. No definite coordination 'of engineering
and commerce work and no course in commercial engineering. Students
in commerce required to take one course at least in physical science,
to take IS semester hours elective. Engineering suband permitted
..,
jects are available as electives. Hopes ,,tò be able to offer next year
a regular curriculum course in commercial engineering.

WASHINGTON.

State College of Washington. Semester hours elective for business
students; a, 9 b, 4 ; y, 8 ; d, 14 ; c, 12-30 ; f, IS -32 ; j, "S 3,
;

WEST VIRGINIA.
\Vest Virginia University. No formal curriculum. special school or depart ment for commerce. The depart ment of economics has most of the
business subjects. Students in this department are not ()X pected to take
the listed subjects, but for special cases such work might he permitted to
count.
WISCONSIN.
Marquette University. Students do not take any of these subjects.
University of Wisconsin. Electives in the college of engineering to the

extent of 20 credits permitted to juniors and seniors in the course in
commerce. The only limitations on such electives is that the student
mIst have had the prerelluisite for any s4ject elected.

WYOMING.

University of Wyoming. About three hours in each year's work allowed
as electives in titese subject&

DISCUSSION.

ERWIN H. SCHELL, Depirtrnent of Economies, Kissachusetts
Institute of Technology. Our work in the field of business does not
deter us from the prime activity of training engineers. We hope to
develop administrative engineer's in the course in ertineering administration. Nineteen professional courses are offered by our institution. The work required during the first year is essentially the
same for all courses and comprises the following subjects put in
their order of time requirement: Chemistry, mathematics, physics,
English and history, descriptive geometry, military science, elementary machine drawing, physical training, and mechanical drawing.
At the close of the first year the student chooses his course, and if
he elects engineering administration be has three optionscivil,
mechanical and electrical, and chemical engineering, and most of his
time in the next three years will be spent upon these engineering
subjects.

BUSINESS TRAINING FOR ENGINEERS
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1Ve thoroughly believe in instilling in these men the principles
and practice of the scientific method, and we believe we can do it
throligli the engineering cmirses far better than we can through the
nonengineering courses. The subjects not strictly technical engineering which are included in the course in engineering administration are: Second year. accounting, English history, political e.cononly, military science; third year, banking, English, industrial
organization, imhistrial relations, report writing, securities .and investments, a,pd statistics; fourth year, business law, business management, cost accounting (thesisk
The following illustrations indicate course content of a purely
The
engineering course and that in engineering administration. In both
courses.the nonengineering subjeas are in the minority.
The following subjects are available in general option courses for
p urel: engineering students: Marketing methods, production methods, investment finance, banking and finance, economics of corporations, business and patent law, English (contemporary literature),
_English (contemporary drama), informal public speaking, Lincoln
and the period of the Civil War, political and social problems, the
human factor in business, the engineering field, engineering publicity, appreciation of music, and international law and American
foreign policy.
The subjects presented in mechanical engineering which are not
presented to engineering administrati.dn students are: General
studies, industrial plants, mechanics of engineering, mechanism of
machines, dynamics of machines', forging, pattern making, and
power-phlnt design.
The subjects which receive greater emphasis in mechanical engineering than in engineering :ulministration are: Heat engineering,
engineering laboratory; foundry, machine, and bench practice:
political economy, machine design, mechanical engineering drawing,
engineering electives, materials of engineering, and testing materials
laboratory.
The subjects which receive equal emphasis are: Applied mechaiiics,
physics, mechanism, elements of electrical engineering, machine
drawing, hydraulics, hydraulic engineering, electrical engineering
laborator.V,ittnd general engineering lectures.
.The subjects receiving greater emphasis in engineering administratIon are: Thesis, svveying, electrical distribution and transmission
of. power, central stations, English, and report writing..
The subjects presented in eqgineering administration which are
not presented in mechanical engineering are, with numb'er of.assigned
hours: Accounting, 90; cost accounting, 110; balking, 80 ; secuOties
and investments, 70 ; statistics, 50; industrial organization, 180; business law, 180; _business managertient, 300; industrial relations, 80.
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The following statistics were collected from graduates of this
course of engineering administration. Members ,of the first group,
graduating in 1917, are engwd in the following occupations: Administrative (president, vice president, treasurer, etc.) , 4; executive
(superintendents, managers, etc.) , 8; functional (purchasing agents,
inspectors, etc.), 3;
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and publicity management, 2; salesmen, agents, and representatives,
2; teachers, 4; and one in the United States Army.
Statistics from 306 students from all classes show the following
occupational divisions: Administrativo, 14; executive, 24; functional,
9: technical staff work, including research, 84; management staff
work, including research, 53; clerical, 14 ; operatives and apprentices,
28; merchants, wholesale and retail,. 4; sales, advertising, and publicity management, 16;
salesmen, auents, and COMPARASON OF COURSES II AND rir
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and teachers, 14.
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to business students the
question is one of reENGINEERING
MECHANICAL
sults. Engineers may
ADMINISTRATION
ENGINEERING
manage, and often do.
Business students practically never do their own engineering.
There is a distinct relation between engineering and certain types
of management, while that between' business activities and engineering is of a totally different character. Wise teachers of
engineering and of business alike realize that the world is full

of millions of facts, 'and that the 'teaching of facts is facts is

t.
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It is necessary to present methods:to show typical facts
in their typical relations. Related facts in either engineering or

hopeless.

.

business are carefully selected.to convey a certain developed aptitude
and a certain broad attitude of mind. materially different in the
i
two fields.
The spirit and content of engineering teaching is necessarily that
which arises from a picture of the. world as a place ruled by laws.
relatively precise, and which follow exactly natural relations. Business training isithat in which the outstanding foreground consists

of man-made rAtions, underlain it is true by lawq, such as economic
laws, but rather remotely obeyed. When we deal with man-made relations. that is uqually true: and the degree to which tile laws are followed varies with different countries at different times.

7,7

Prominent in everybody's mind now is
the .business cycle. It
mav vary from 3 or
4 -years to 10 or 12
years, pd may be followed with some degree of precisiop and
be therefore predictable, or it may not. A
slowly building pict

ure, or rather
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- HOURS ASSIGNED TO NO --ENGINEERING SUBJECTS

- HOURS ASSIGNED TO THESIS (USUALLY NDN- ENG.)
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mind of the engineer
and on the other in the mind of the business student. For the one, the
engineer, a picture in which there are precise relations controlled,
rather absolute conditions, and a somewhat hard and fast organizat ion, not merely of the instrumentalities of production, but of men
behinil these instrumentalities; and in the mind of the business man,
customs, and those human relations which can be swayed.by eloquen
hy apprpach, by all of the intangible and fourth-dimension thin
that make a business man successful. Therefore when we are supplementing the pictute from an educational point of view rather than
a pragmatic one, we should supply the wanting element.
The relations in business are relations of mind to mind. They
contain much more of error and are dea1inA0i0rcivay with a harder
pisoblem. The engineerinproach trim the contrary, one kind
of dealing of mind with mittek. It has for the business student a
particularly educational effect and value, in that the analogies ind
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parallels of dealing with matter and deli ling with mind are important and illuminating. For the purely engineering student there is
a danger in dealing with people in that it involves more variables
and equations. The solution is never determined, and the results
vary with the most intangible and difficult elements in the swaying
of the minds 6f inclividuals and masses.
Tfiere are times when the engineer knows the value of time perhaps
as well as any man in practice; but there are also many occasions
when theilack of alertness and adroitness and astuteness, those Things
that involve the sense of time and a quick perception of relations and
effectiveness, is apparent. The structure of the business world and
business instrumentalities are not quite the same when preented
as a matter of information in education. Any business course for the
engineer, however, should be so presentml as to carry as much as
possible of this intangible picture and dramatization of re;i1 nwn
working together. The content. varies, naturally, with the different
courses. e do have admirable courses in accounting. absolutely
essential, and business law that oilers a substantial amount of the

general picture of the structure of business relations.

A different situation presents itself in teaching engineering lo
business students, Frequently they have to be told why. they shoula
know anything about engineering. They think they can control engineering, not realizing that the type of engineer being turned out
from the modern course with the business content has a 50-50
opportunity to control them. Control is essentially an engineering
approach to business. Precision and sincerity are aT40 things that
the business man in embryo has to learn. Vey are not essentially
engineering attributes, but are so conspicuously.
Engineering achievement is a dignified alta important phase of
activity. Business men should be able to fotlow the major details
of it, to sit down with engineers and sympathetically und4st and
their point of view, their problems, and the 'method of attack, the
only one which will successfully solve these problems.
COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.

The following persons were appointed by the chairman of the conference to constitute a committee on resolutions:
P. F. Walker, dean of engineering, University of Kansas, chairman; George AV. Dowrie, dean, school of business, nniversity of
Minnesota; C. R. Mann, chairinan of operations and training division, General Staff, War Deykrtment ; Joseph W. Roe, professor
of industrial erigineering, New York University; C. F. Scott, Professor of electrical engineering, Sheffield Scientific School, Yale
University; and W. E. Wickenden, assistant yice president, A merican Telephone & Telegraph Co.

be)

SECOND SESSION.
Presiding Officer: F. B. Jewett, Vice President, Western Electric Co., Inc., New
York City.

COORDINATION OF COLLEGE TRAINING WITH THE INDUSTRIAL
DEMAND.

Joint paper by W. E. Mutt. dirt.ctilr. eollego of englniberIng, and W. V. Bingham. director
of the division of cooperative remenre:), ettrnetzie Institute of Technology. (Read by
Doctor Binghaw.)

:

Coordination between college training and industrial demand is
easily accomplished when the two interests involved have a comm6n
viewpoint. But educational institutions are too often unresponsive
to outside educative influences, and industry often does not appreciate how the colleges may be of service by providing trained men
and women. Tlw World War, however, denlonstrated how much
help scientific rind technical institutions can render our producing
and manufacturing interests, and it likewise opened the eyes of
¡hose responsible for educational methods to sources of inspirati"A
and guidance of which tlwy had never before been aware or at least
had ignored. One may now turn to almost any lipe of business or
industry and find at once alert minds, active, eriergetic executives
who are more than ready to cooperate with our teetilege and Hniversifies.
The highest ideals in education can not be served solely by the aid
of even the fullest measure of cooperation witfi the industrial in-

terests; and students must not be led to think that earning power .
efficiency, high production, etc., are the fundamental considerations
ttven in a technical engineering course. Some educators are
disposed
to emphasize the immediate ends of educational work. Many agree
ith the statement of Helmholtz, that whoever in the pursuit of
science A3eks after immediate practical utility may generally rest
assured that he will not seek in vain.
The college tries to accomplish a double purpose. usually in four

yearsto train for citizenship and for earning power: to develop

understanding of the ideals of the past as well as a knowledge of
our fellow workers of to-day; to impart a love for the higher
things
of life and a spirit of fairness and self-sacrifice in our everyday
relationships. Technological institutions accomplish these ends more
frequently than do the " old line " colleges. -But engineering course's
have a way of becoming dangerously narrow.
an

I. 40.
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From the earliest days our best teachers in technical colleges have
been teaching about men, but they have dwelt mainly upon the
ethical questions of business and engineering.
Rec9t.6-ents have emphasized the necessity of training engineering $tiídents so that they will appreciate the business phases of their
technical eMployment. There is now available a fund of knowledge
with which all graduates of technical institutions should be familiar;
nmterial dealing with economic, psychological, and sociokgical questions, wIth men and their relationships one with allot her.
The industrial demand for eurricula nlodifications is becoming insistent. To what extent should colleges and universities meet the
demand and still do justice to the students, in the larger educative
sense, and in what measure are the institutions able to satisfy this
demand? In other words, 'how can college training be coordinated
with specifications laid down by industry?
The Carnegie Institute of Technology has had, since its inception,
a policy of coordination constantly in view. This may be easily
seen in our educational experiments in commercial engineering. coal
inining, industrial management, salesmanship, and cooperative 1)usiness and industrial research.
The course in commercial engineering was begun in 1909. In this
course we are interested in problems of management and finance as
related to engineering work fully as much as in the elements of
design and constrtktion. Commercial engineering is that branch of
engineeringhicly deals with the problems of production, finance,
and distri4tion in which the elements of management anti persomwl
are of importance. Analysisof the positions held by the graduates
of engineering colleges shows, according to " Industrial Management," that only 15.to 18 per cent remain in technical work. The
major portion enter widely different pursuits, although many seek
positions of executive or managerial responsibility. This situation,
and the need of industry for trained intelligence to direct and
operate its complex activities, has caused a mimber of engineering
schools to (stablish new courses to educate\executives, based on a
background of mathematics, physics, chemistry, mechanics, eco:.
nomics, and psychology. Commercial engineers are interested in
the use and application of engineering tools, while the older type
engineer is interested primarily in design and construttion.
One of the oldest and most conservative of our local industries is
coal mining. In this industry changes in methods of development
and operation have come slowly. Workings have extended both
laterally and vertically to such an extent that new or modified
engineering methods have become imperative. Coal-mining engilittering has never attracted many graduates of engineering schools.
_J
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This situatioN has been recognized for some years by thought ful
men in the coalLmining iudustry, as well as by those responsible for
training milling engineers in the technical institutions.
On the advisory board are men representing nearly every important coal-mining interest in the Pittsburgh district. The board
advisesPrelative to the curricula for four-year mining students, twoyear coal-mining men, and graduates. The companies represented
open their mines for inspection and instructional work, send engineers and others who lecture on practical phases of the work and
cooperate on research conducted by the officials of the Bureau of
Mines and our graduate students. Manufacturers of mining .nmchinerynot less than 35 companieshave either donated or loaned
us the equipment for our laboratories. This intimate contact with
the ihdustry makes the students feel that they are a lart of the
business. They are practically assured of summer work and a job
when they complete their studies. The companies have sent their
promising young men to the school, even financing them in whole
or in part. The Carnegie Institute of Technology is so convinced
of the soundness of this plan of coordination that we hope to organize similar advisory boards in connection with each of our

;

Professional courses.'

I

:

The financial index and the salary scale indicate that industry
to-day needs engineering graduates who have, or who °can develop,
executive ability as managers of production, as salesmen, and busi
ness managers quite as much as it needs men competent in engineering design.
Another way to measure industrial demand is to note the lines of
employment in which technical graduates tend to find their level in
Industry. When the Carnegie Institute of Technology was founded
in 1905, one of its four main departments was called the School of
Apprentices and Journeymen. This department aimed to meet the
needs of the workers of flit Pittsburgh district for a vocational
training supplementary to what they could get on the job.
Eventually, this school deveMped a three-year curriculum with a
backbone of courses in English, science, mathematics, and drawing, as well as a rich variety of shop practice in the elements of
the, trades germane to the student's chosen specialty. As the years
went on, the graduates of these courses came more and more to be
sought by industry, not for jots demanding manual expertness but
for minor executive, managerial, or supervisory positions. In 1919
the course expanded into a full-fledged four-year cur*ulum for
the training of future executives in building construction, machine
production, and in printing.
-NYE

/ Prepared from tills point on by Doctor Bingham.
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One waV of Imi Ming curricula is to make a more or less arbitrary
selection from among the 'branches of study available, add one or
two new ones of an intensive sort with specialized title, arrange
these courses in a judicious sequence, and call the whole program a
curriculum. The. attempt is seldom made to find out whether the
topics are really essential, or whether the essential topics are adequately covered. One prime reason why the evaluation of the content of instruction is but seldom attempted is that we do not know
Nvith suflicie'nt definiteness and detail just what we hope to accomplish in these several courses.
We knew that we wanted to develop and improve three curricula.
But what is an executive? Just what does a manager in each of
these three fields do? What are the differences between a successful
and an unsuccessf ul manager'? What must, the successful executive
know? What abilities must he have which this school through its
instruction an( training can help him acquire? Basic questions of
this sort are ordinarly answered by a concensus of opinion.
But the time has come when higher technical education is asking
for detailed itemnized facts as to what is actually expected bv indusfry of its executives. Our problem was to make a job analysis
of the manager in industry.
The technique of making duty analyses and personnel specifica-

tions has n4tably advanced since Frederick AV. Taylor publisheA
Shop Management in 1911. We undertook in pioneer fashion to
use this technique in getting first-hand informatinn from industry
as an aid in coming to a decision regarding the content of the
new four-year industries curricula. The men spent the entire summer of 1920 in selected typical industries of Pittghurgli and other
cities, securing descriptions of duties and personnel specifications
of all the executives from the foreman to the president. Whenever a manager was not able to give an entirely adequate account
of his own responsibilities, his immediate subordinates and superiors
were interviewed ; and then, having written out as complete and definite an inventory as possible, the latter was finally checked once more
by the executive himself.
These descriptions of executives' duties, or job specifications, were
studied and reclassified according to subject matter for the purpow
of improving.the new curricula. While certain facts only strengthened opinions already reached, others poiated toward large gaps
in the program of training. The only function found to be common to all executives, for exa ple, is that of managing men, a
function for which the typical urrieulum of the past provides no
which many contend can not be
overt training whatever
taught. We are not certain. We now have courses in management,
in personnel administration, and in wychology, which aim to ao-6

,
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quaint the students with some of the principles of success in dealing with the human faotor in production. I14:xperiments now contemplated or in progress. based upon the study of what executives
actually have to do in industry, have made our faculty keenly aware
of the value of anything the colleges can do to prepare their students
for effectiveness in personal relations.
A similar statement bolds regarding the need for familiarity with
c;),st accounting and estimating: credits and
banking: labor and
capital; for skill in pVeparing lucid; concise reports: and for many
other items of training which are sometimes overlooked or install-cient ly emphasized.

While it

I

not contended that this induotive approach to prob1t'I)K of curriculum construction is the Only approach, or that its
findings can forthwith be accepled as decisive, it is, however, ii
valuable aid and sheds a new and unique light on the demands
\v}ikli industry is making of the colleges. The outcome of thoroughgoing research of this type will be invaluable to American industry.
Perhaps it, is up to imlustry to find the necessary funds and to invest
them in cooperative educational research of this remunerative sort.
The introduction of courses of salesmanship is another example of
readiness to meet the demands of business aml industry. These
courses were based, too, upon comprehensive research in cooperation
Nvith business and industrial concerns which maintain selling organizations of national scope. Thirty such concerns established here in

.

is

1916 the Bureau of SalesmanAhip Research, for,K pítrpose of,
studying the best methods of. selecting, developing. and supervising
salesmen. A group Of Pittsburgh department stores, wishing to
have their special problems of personnel selection and training
studied in greater Mail, established in 191S the Research Bureau
for Retail Training and have maintained it at an annual cast of
$:u,000. This amount is equal to $2 for each store employee.
Allot her attempt to coordinate life-insurance instruction with busidemand has resulted in a curriculum adopted in six other States.
The life-insurance companies besought us to undertake the training
iwss

a

of their salesmen. An intensive three-months course of instruction
was prepared through the research cooperation of distinguished
educators and practical sales executives. The school. was opened
three years ago. Already it has graduated 500 men.
Through .the division of cooperative research this institution is
better able to respond to the demands of industry for cooperation
in the application of scientific method to the solution of outstandiqg
problems. During the present year this division has been of direct
aid to die stèel industry, the automobile industry, the *soap industry,
and the ceramic industry. The research problems submitted have
.
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varied all the way from metallurgy and organic chemistry to personnel management and sales organization. These industries have in
turn been of help to us, for we believe that the teaching in our classroom is more vital if our icstructors have opportunity to be actively
'in touch with research.

C. R. DOOLEY, direclor of personnel and training, Stand:ird Oil
Co., New York City. Engineering has a,commercial side. Anything that is designed must have a market. There is, therefore .
the sales aspect in enizineering training. There is a great demand for
*trained men. The telephone interests want TOO men this year. '11
two large electrical manufacturifig concerns want about WO men.
Together they create a demand for about 1,500 engineers, probably
one-third of 'the total available. How are we now going to find
students who are best fitted to take training? We need men for research, designing., manufacturing, commercial men, fihanciers, etc.
'There Itre certain fundamenLal types of native ability. For example, there is the inventive or constructive type of people, who when
they find a lot of loose ends immediately see them combined as a
working unit. Another is the research type, interested in taking
things apart to find out what is inside. Men who have achieved
marked success seen) to.have had these characteristic qualities even
when they were children.
The commercial type may be divided into the commercial indiist and the commercial organiution man. .The former makes
a fine salesman, but often can not keep accounts straight or follow

orders. He can not play the rules. Yet that fellow is a wonderful
salesman. I would call him an individualist. Many of these men
have had this tendency all their liveg. On the other 11;1nd:com-

mercial organization men do not like to take full responsibility. They
work best as committee men or in groups.1 They will whet their wits
'on other men's wits, and out of a committee' meeting will come the
best sales policy.
We must make some effort,to find out the native characteristics
in men and women while they are still in school and build on that
which nature has already providednot try to make salesmen or
engineers out of the rank and file of students indisc` riminately.
This meeting to-day has a marked significance. I believe that industry is suggesting ways for helping the schools in this matter.
Most young college men lack a serious motive. Thq do not know
why they are in college. A man sends his son to college, and the boy
doesn't know what it is all about. He is perfectly at sea, and the
professors seem to be too busy With classes to be bothered with him.
Dealing with the individual student takes a lot of individual three..
Many employees come to the personnel manager with their problems,
400big problems to them. We sit down and talk to each one and see
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what is the matter with him and whether we can help him and put
him on the right track. The school must also focus attention on the
individual rather than the
group. It§ first objective in deahng with
,
individuals is character; the building of a good cooperator, of one
,who is interested in the team, who will do more than he
has to, the

fellow who has vision, who is looking ahead. The next objective is
a
knowledge of fundamentals of the work she young man is to do.
As-employers we are interested in the limn
knows what he wants
to do and has been trained to some extent to do it. We want specializat ion only to the point of being thoroughly grounded in the
fundamentals of his work, so that a. man can soon apply them °to varying
conditions with good judgment and accurate performance.
The best way to get these two objectives, namely, character and
fundamentals, is to base instruction on two thingsa knowledge
of man, and of the fundiunentals required in the
various industries,
particularly in the industry that the individual student wants to
get into.. You are not going to make ntiolow
specialists byjraining
men so that they can get a point of contact. with industry
at approximately NO per cent. The very best way to develop
breadth of
view is to start with a specific skuation and go through
clean with it.
Incidentally that's the very best' way to dtvvelop charact(4s.
'.
The process of education woad be greatly helped if industry
would lay down even a general statement of job analyses
in its
various branches and subdivisions. This would be a. gqide
to the
student in determining his course and to the professor in advising
the student. With a job analysis on one hand and a
clear view of
the background of the student on the other hand, a
sound beginning
in that student's education can be made. When such a young
man
graduates and comes to us we can use him. He will do
simple
tasks correctly ; will make a point of contact and begin to
¡row.
To prepare a young man to follow a specific line
of engineering
by grounding him in the fundamental principles involved, and by
giving these a twist in, accordance with his native ability,
will
make him immediately employable and will give the best background and the best impetus for development botli technically and
pepic;nally.
One of our department heads in the selling organization is
very
insistent that the young men of his department should
run the
typewriter and the shorthand notes; and he is right. They leapr
in this 'way what the rnanageis is thinking about, and also the
policies of the business, as well as the peculiarities..of a business
department which is not standardized. The young men of your
schools should learn to run the typewriter. We send a young
man
down to Central America as assistant to' the manager of the
office.
He may have a dozeh men to look after, but he
has also the clerical

;to
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of the aerage engineer. Then after a little experience in teaching
comes the building up of 4, research departmerh in one of the larger
industrios. This leads finally, as chief engineef., to engineering
problems of a technical character; and has led more recently, as
executive &rector, to problems relating to the entire,engineering
and manufitct wing policy:- In addition, as director cf a company,
there are problems relating to financial and business management.
This e1ec1 ric:0 industry is. a highly technical one, founded like
manv of the other large industries of Our country on t hU fundamental sciences of physics, cliemistry, and mathematics. The dirertor:4 of these industries will, in the future, be drawn more and more
frolu men who have had a thorough grounding in the fundamental.
sciences on which these industries are based.
The past experiences tor which reference has been made- were With
an assoc'fat ion having various types of executivesthe tbxeoutive who
was not familiar with technical matters and frankly acknowledged
it ; one who knew the fundamental scientific principles, the facts am!
laws with which Le was dealing: and the hybrid, with a smattering
of this, that, and the other tiling. Of the three types I. prefer either
of the Vst two as a director of a business rather than the third type
which knows a little of science, a little of bu4iness, but nothing much
of either.
The aim of a college, a unive'rsity, or a technical school, beyond the
main aim of educating good citizens, should be to develop men and
Ivomen who are as thoroughly trained in sometbone thing as time will
permit. The products of the school should have, further, the ability
to express simply, clearly,. and forcefully the things which they
know. in other words, from the viewpoint of technical industries
it should be the aim of our engineering schgols to turn out men who
can b0.4 the future guides of these ta;hnical industries, men who
know the principles of the fundamental sciences, who know the
method of combining these principles with dollars and cénts, and
who know the English language in a way which will enable them to
express clearly their fundamental knowledge in such a manner as
to enable others to profit by it.
Many of the subjects suggested for colleges and technical schools,
and in some instances attempted, involve ideas which in their very
nature can be learned only by living. One of the great requirements

OP

for the successful executive, that of ability to deal with human
beings,-is a 'matter outside the scope of formal education. It is ap
art or ability srivich can t) s acquired only by actual .experience over
-0'crini which one rises from minor executive
a long period of
It has been my observation that from any level
to higher position
at which you start you will lind constant ''promotion of technically

1#16
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trained men who have a thorough knowledge of the things in which
iiiey have been trained and wfio show an increasing executive ability.
A considerable number of people seem to think that the so-called
management course. which has been prominently before the public
in recent years, is a high road to executive control in industry without of the ilecessity of a future executive going through the rub of
learning the scientific fundamentals on which the industry is based
and learning the bugine.ss itself from the bottom up. Men who have
been taking old-liv courses are sometimes beginning to wonder
whether they have not chosen wrongly, to wonder if a knowledge of
the fundamentals of business is necessary. This attitude of mind,
combined with the incr6asing demands which have been made en our

facilitie, has tended to weaken rather than
strengthen the inherent ab.*61 ies of the very young men who are
going to be the leaders of t e future. The danger here to industry
would be far greater were it not for the faV that tile colleges, as distinct from the technical schools, have begun to supply industry with
the material for which we ;ised to look to the technical schools. The
colleges and universitig are beginning to turn out more men as
Q are finding their
physicists, chemists. and'. physical chemists,
eers. in Much the
places in industry and ultimately becoming
same manner as I did. myself. The universities. I believe, through
their courses in physics and chemistry are supplying the need just,

&technical school

.

?

,

as the tOchnical schools did 35 or 40 years ago.

6

.

.
_

bA picture of our college training and industrial demand as it has
developed in the last few decades is-somewhat as follows: At one
time no engineering schools; then engineering schools following
closely the fundamental sciences, gradually spending more time on
the applicatiqns and details than upon fundamentals. Today, if the
engineering schools are going to perform their real function for
industry, they must get .back closer to the problem of teachirig, of
really inculcating, the fundamental sciences. Let the matter of trying to make executives go if you will. The men with executive
ability will come to the front in the general run of ihingsl provided
they have the right human traits and a thorough knowledge of the
fundamentals. Industry itself has a large blame in° this deficiency
of our technical whools. It has not," in- gemeral, analyzed its own
requirements in a way to make it possible for the colleges, universitiés, and technical schools to plan satisfactorily their curricula and
courses of study. Common problems, which confront industry and
the institutions that supply our human material, must be analyzed
aild specifications written out for the kind of men we want.
D. C. JACKSON, professor of ekietrical intneering, Massachusetts Institute of Tethnology.. The cooperation between engineering
whools and industries depends upon the4ndustries understanding the
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problems of teachers in the engineering schools, just as it depends, to
a large (4,Yree, upon telichers understanding some of the problems of
the industries.
A limn': best teaching is dóne from a textbook that he has written
himself. The textbooks must represent his coordination of knowledge that 11( is going to teach. A. man must write books to keep
him:Alf mentally alive; he must study the process of teaching er
ca my on research. A. competent efigineer and teacher musi have one
of these outkts. In engineering administration and electrical en.Ljneeting, tile two -largest courses in our institution, students study
The fundanmaals. The industries will find that botl; c6urses are
going to prove serviceable.
F P-. WALKER, dean, school of engineering, University of

It is

sound policy for some institutionsto provide opportunity for, some of their students to take up courses of study
jell include business subjects, to base that prograw of work on a
solid fonfidation which is fundaiiientally engineering. Students who
come through tilese, neW courses of training are just as well equipped
to do engineering work as were.the majority of men who graduated
hohl standard engineering courses, say 25 years ago, and who are
now, after years of experience, in the leading engineering and execut ive positions among the industries of the counfry.
About 15 years ago I made a study of the records of about 1,000
mechanical engineers, graduates of representative technical schools,
who had been out of school from 5 to 25 years. Of the number who
had been outs 10 to 15 years or more, amounting to several hundred,
the men were found to be divided almost equally' into two groups.
The one group had remained in strict engineering work and were
filling positions with the titles of engineer, chief engineer, etc., while
1)::111s.

a

the Other half were men who had become presidents, secretaries, general managers, and superintendents of industrial organizations. It
is with these facts in my mind that I formed the opinion that it is
most. proper for us as we go on in this WQ* of broadening our
curricula to meet business conditions, to keep* our men thoroughly
grounded in the fundamentals of engineering.
In many of the State institutions of the West we. are unable to determine entrance requirements, because of the State laws which prescribe conditions of entrance. The standard for preliminary training of students s being lowered. We have a harder struggle each
year to meet the situation. The five-year program may be advisable,
using 41.e additional time in the form of a preliminary year.
Col. K EPPELE HALL, Joseph and Feiss Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
A great responsibility rests *engineers and soilucators who are preparing young men to become engineers. Without question the corn+Inercial engineer, the industrial or management engineer, will assume

a
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He will
have to solve the problems Of industry, problems of unemployment,
strikm etc., (Inv to bad management. The technical courses have
been thoroughly prepared. The engineer must p4sess, however, common business sense and the knowled(re of how to deal Nvith his felloiv
man, must think straight and act intelligently. Thia is a much
bigger problem for the educator than the question Of hoW many
hous the student shall spend on this or that subject.
In solving our ewrineering problems per se ve have definite rules:
our thinking is based on hers. In the other t1e1(1 lye do not think
as clearly as we should. Then the students must lw taufrht to think
and form their os.vn judrrments: to do -onle cont ructive thin1d11(r on
matters relating to the conduct of industry, to labor and capital. etc.
One more point. Tiiere is a certain danger in alliances between eaucational institutions and big industrial e:tahlishmynts. That nmst,
be faithfully guarded against. Our bigger imillstrial organizations
may wish to dominate our *educational institutions for their own
aggrandizement and nxofit.
Those prçblems are to be solved with the cooperation of teachers
and bf those on the outside in the engineering and business professions
who not. only know how important the underlying principles are but
how important practical experience is. Both must be fort i fled by
sound principles of dveency, conunon sense. and good free high
thinking.
r
fneeing,
University of
F. PAUL ANDERSON, dean of en.._ri
Kentucky. Technical graduates must be mule. to realize on coinmencement day that they are in no sense engineers, hut that t hey may
some day become engineers if they will enter vigorously into t he work
of ottle organization and devote themselves for .10 or 15 years to
earning somebody's business. Tolmcceed in an indust rial organizatipn they nmst be able to obey orders. i
Colleges niust train their students to 1Te men. rnw technical sel1413.,
ould not attempt to make specialists. Their aim is to train
This is true also of the business
#1iloroughly in fundamentals.
administration departments of universities. It is impwsible to make
a banker, a great merchant, or a learned engineer at 1 9 years of age.
And then the technical schools should send their graduates into the
world in a humble attitude to learn somebody's business.
Commercial engineering, a term that has appeared only recently,
implies an effort to unite human qualities and characteristics with
excellent engineering practices. Preparation for careers of dependability and uniPitisimess in our industries requires two training
schools, the college and the industr?ifself. :The graduate from a
technical course begins tio learn something ielative to commerciál
more and more the burden of execiitive control in business.

.
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engineering by entering a high-grade industry where he must obey
orders and can learn some of the important processes and traqitions
!hat colleges can not give him at all. The colleges, however. must lay
the foundation and give some attention to those personal graces so
necessary to the ikveli-balanced individual, so much needed at the
preent time in all merican manufacturing plants.
The engineer, to attain the position of lemiership to which his
professional s'ervice entitles him. must be an English scholar as well
as a scientist and technician. No one in all life's relationships has
more N.ital and fascinating observations to relate than the engineer.
It is just as essential for the engineer to be able to express his
dyliberations through written and spoken language as it is for him
to be able, to Convey his technicfd ideas through the language of
mechanical drawing. The banker. the economist, the business execut i VP, t
railmad president. and th-(-1 layman must be addressed in the
mother tongue.
ill would not be a bad idea to address the engineering graduate
thus: Start in the induArial world in a humble attitude lo learn
somebody's businits. Obey orders with a smile. Do not let a single
skilled mechanic or executive of the old school know that. you have
just received your diploma. A college course is 'a fine tool, but it
must be in the hands of a master to be effective.
Engineoring is the art of organizing and direrting men and. invidentally, controlling the forces of nature for the benefit of the
human race. But the principal thing in engineering is the game as
in banking or any business. The real work, therefore, of the univer,sit v should be to give an intellectual basis to the youngster who
intent Is tofollow an indutriai or engineering career. If this is done,
there will be no particular difficulty about the college-trained man..
being able to Cope with the Problems and responsibilities of the ever
widening and varying world of industry.
N. HERR, president Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. There is no royal road to a place of
commanding importance in industry or any other business; nor is it
the function of an educational institution to try to teach young men
to be captains of industry, or administrators, or occupy very great
and important executive positions. That quality in man is not (tapable of being taught in an educational institution. It's got to be
developed in actual contact with human affairs; but it con only be
developed well if the man who is engaged in industry is thoroughly
groundgd in the fundamentals of engineering and science.
If young men are thoroughly grounded in fundamentals, in the
basic principles underlying the science of engineering, and are
trained in taking and executing administrative orders diligently and
faithfully, the talent will develop if it is in them.

.
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C. R. MANN. chairman of operations and training division, GenPral Staff, War Department. A sumnmry of the debate to-day wolild
indicate that we'are going to achieve our ideals in engiweriug and
thorough education by training men in fundamentals. But what
are fundamenlals. for example, of physics or calculus? How are Nye
going to find out what fundament* Of any subject are unless we
record the activities in which they find actual expression in the enOilthlering and commercial work of to-day and then analyze the
record to find Out what the fundamentals are?
HUGO DIEINIER, director of industrial management. divisian,
La Salle Extension University. In coordinating the work of the
engineering school with indufitry there is a distinct demarvtion
between industrial engineering and the teaching of biiiness fusndamentals
to engineers. There are branches in industry, such as plan,.
rung, laying out the plant, time and motion studies, job analyses
and industrial researches of a scientific nature, arranging the equipwent, providing the storage of material, the most economic handling
of maferial, scheduling, dispatching, cost accounting, mnd control,,
which are distinctly the work of the industrial engineer. There are
also laboratory investigations in.college which typify fundamental
principles for industrial engin.eering just as much as ot hers do in the
old-fashioned experilnents for nnfchanical engineering. For instave, instead of measuring the moisture in steam or calibrating an
indicator spring, we can get just as good fundamentals in analyzing
the prime elements, the factors which repeat themselves. irrespective
of the magnitude of the work, in operating a lathe or a machine
tool, or in analyzing all of the conditions relating to production work,
Business men say sometimes that the average industrial engineer
does not understand men; nor can he sell his ideas. At, a recent
convention two speakers attributed this largely to the fact Oat
most industrial engineers have been originally mechanical or civil
engineers, picking itp their business knowledge by noon-day luncheontalks and through business publications. There is a real opportunir\'.
here for the school. The engineer must not be thing-minded; lie
must become man-minded.
A. J. HUGHES, dean of the Harvard Engineering School, Cambridge, Mass. &Ideational problems present themselves to some
-

schools in ways that require radically different solutions than
in other schools. Harvard is trying to coordinate engineering and

business training by offering in the engineering school, with the cooperation of the school of business administration, a group of
five-year progranis of study combining engineering and business,

the engineering courses to be given by the fap.ulty of the engineering

.
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school, and the business courses by the school of business administration. This group of courses is in addition to the four-year
courses in engineering in the engineering school and the graduate
courses of business in the school of business administration. It
was decided as a fundamental requirenwnt of these five-year coinbitted programs of study that they must contain all the engineering,
scientific, and general study of the four-year programs, and this is
accomplished in the following manner: The first three years of the
five-year programs are identical with the first three years of the
corresponding four-year programs; and the time ,of the last two
years of the tive-year.programs is made up 40 per cent of engineering courses and 60 per cent business courses, the engineering being
the fourth-year subjects of the engineering programs,.and the business courses being the backbone of the two-year graduate course in
industrial management offered in the business school.
It is not possible to plan a four-year program to train young.
wen both for engineering mild business. The time is inadequate for
hoth. It i a serious question whether five years is sufficient for
this double training. It is importAnt. however. above everything to
make sure that rigorous training in fundamentals shall not be replaced bv courses which, however intevesting or informing they may
be, do not in themselves offer the b
nedium for nwntal training.
or are (6%.en ih a way that does not requ're vigorous thought.
W. IZ. 1HTTMA N. professor of commercial engineering, Carnegie
Institute of Technology. lAianagers or administrators can not be
developed by a four or five year course in college, nor can mechanical
ciVil engineers be developed in that time. The industrial world
ill have to develop and dAermine the product. We are not about
to lose the fundamentals of life or education just because of an
educational experiment which may result in a somewhat different
procedure. Fundamentals vary in form and manner of presentation
from year to year. T,here are to-day fundamentals of a greater
variety than in the early days of education. Take, for example,
the social and economic sciences. They are of a different character and equally important. The man or the engineer who is
grounded in the fundamentals of the social and eiRnomic sciences,
or a foundation of the fundamentals of an exact science, will have
a useful'and profitable place in the world. It is not intended that.
he displace the old-line engineer, the designing and co4structing
civil, mechanical, or electrical engineer. Boish types or groups are

necessary.

R. L. SACKETT, dean of engineering, Pennsylvania State College. Many years ago one of the technical papersrof this country
showed, after careful study, that about 50 per cent of the graduating
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engineers were in executive positions. The old type of instruction,
while different from that at present, offered oppC;rtunity for the (levelopment of executives. -In the development of executives to-da,;
more will have to be done by example. Less importance must, be
placed upon the subject taught. It is not a question of putting character in, but of drawing character out. of giving the young niani an
opportunity to develop leadership in surveying, in the laboratory,
and in the other places where we have not vet developed it.
'EVERETT IN'. LORD, dean of the college of business administration of Boston ITniversity. Schools of busines administration can not teach engineering. To teach the things which must
be taught young.. In before they graduate our school has had
to five years. one of which must be spent in
to lengthen the cc.
actual business. I iness training ties up with every kind of Professional training. The engineer does not need it any more than
does any other profes5ional man :who has to sell his services and
himself. Practical training courses of the soc i a 1 and economic
type are essential to every professional man.
1.
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EVENING SESSION.
Monday, May I , 8 ¿dock, College of Fine Arts.

Dele.(rates and visitors were the guests of the institute at a dramatic
performance and smoker. The speaker at the latter function \vas the
president of Carnegie Institute of Technology.
ARTIII1Z A. IIAMERfiCIILAG. *The line arts have been

neglected in American cities and institutions of learning. We have
been so accustomed to borrowin(r and jmitating the art of other countries that it seems an anachronism to hope to have an indigenous
background created by our own artists. All the arts are interrelated. Breadth °of symfmthefic coordination, vital to ti full coin-.
prehensive aild intelligent development of the imlividual, is not
possible wIthout access to all the arts that use color, fort.). structure.
letters, and harmony, as foundation mediums. All students who
attend Chis fine arts college are expected to acquire facility in the
use of more than one medium, and they have tbe association of artists in music. painting, architecture, drama, and sculptute, with the
beneficial education reactions which only these varied arts can
supply.
The plays presented to-night in the Little 'Theater were given hy
students whGC) have as their objective careers as playwrights, actors,
scene painters, producers, costume designers, etc. In giving their performance they are: teaching themselves the art of self-expression.
acquiring versatility, ease and Poise. diction and carriage. Each of
the five major fine arts has one floor of this-building exclusively used
for its own workshops, drafting rooms, ateliers, and classrooms. The
symphonv orchestra offers public performances and the architects
enter int(6) the beaux arts competitions in the saine spirit as do other
students in other laboratories concerned with their own development.
All the students who study in this building come immediately into
air
an atmosphere of related arts.
To meet this demand the Carnegie Institute of Technology undertook to offer instruction which departed from the traditional course,
the graduafes of which have found themselves equippedith a `type #
of knowledge which is passing from the field of practice. To handle
the problems of the world's work in 1930 it has been necessary to
create a new curriculum, the graduates of which will be equipped to
fill accèptably the future specifications for commercial engineering.
43
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This pedagogical experiment needs cooperation elsewhere. so that
proven (hut relating to methods and eourses which they have found
productive may be exchanged and serve as common experiences to
material advantage. Too few colleges in America are willintr to
venture into educational experiments. We must be aware of the
great need which exists for a highly trained and able combination
of business man and engineer. We need in our multiplicity of
enterprises the individual leadership-of men \vim have the selective
mind, understand the fundamental principles of business, are familiar with the existing engineering practice, and who have the
vision to comprehend the related activities of finance and commerce,
together with their bearing on government economics. It must be
an outAanding thought to which we are all committed that commercia engineering education has come to stay, and that the experiments in this field must be made in many places if we are
ultimately to meet the growing demand.

,

The subject of this conference of commercinl ibn!Tinevring education
is also soniewhat novel, having sonic of the elenwnts of a new doctrine. 'The time-honored engineering education in the United States
has won a definite and sure place because of the very wonderful
nature of the Performance of the graduates trained under the e-iahlished curricula. For nearly 50 years our modern life has been
influenced and enhirged as a result of the efforts of engineering
graduates who have coneentrated their whole energy On problems
of efficiency and research; until rather recently engineering has boen
-accepted and recognized as a profession with limit at iotts. The fields
of distribution, transportation, and sales were quite as distinct from
engiuqriiig as if production, design, and research were not essentially ti part of that profesion.
I.
American industrial Operations have assumed quite recently such
proportions thaikhere has been created a demand for trained men,
who are not only familiar with the fundamentals of engineering
practice, but have had some training in the business side of the
sales merchandising and financing of ourJArge factories and mills.
Tested by this requitement, the old-time curriculum. is altogtther inadequate. It lacks the breadth and vision, and the detailed subjects
of instruction which enable intelligent and scientific attack on the
problem of merchandising, probleins of transportation and distribution, of financing, of personnel, and organization.

TeIRD SESSION.
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Presiding officer: C. F. Scott, professor of electrical engineeringv Shigeld Scientific
School, Yale University.
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Doctoi SCOTT. Our engineering colleges are giving a certain
proportion of their time to the new fields with which engineering
is cominento closer and closer relationnot to train men in those
fields, but to give them the outlook so that they can see the relation
of their work toThe hrodder fields into which, through their engineering careers, thefmay develop as time goes on. The executive is not
made; he is developed. Engineering training is a pretty good beginning from which the executive and the man of large affairs, the
director of larger interests, can be developed. It give9kit11e student
something of an insight into these relations which he may take
up later, so that he will have broad vision as "%yell as inunediate
proliciency in the work-for which be is being trained.
C. R. MANN, chairman of operations and training division, General Staff, War Department, Washington. The Army otters perhaps what is the best educational lai)oratory in 'the country. It has
all phases of engin&ring training, a large number of men, arid the
facility of controlling the conditions of the experiment in a way in
hich (Alter educational institutions can not. At the outbreak of
the war there was an enormous job to do with the military establishm t. There was much confusion as to how to organize the
m
er of the country to perform that very gtriki.-. technical
.
How were we to find the men who bad the particular qualifications for the special jobs required, to train men so that they would
lit into the requirements of the military establishment.. There were
no definitions of the duties of the men in the various parts of the
Army; there were netests that had been developed to .nteasure the
experience and abilities of men. Before the war closkl there had
been developeC1 by cooperktion of all civilian agencies and the military authorities the crude Qutlines of a system of recording the
abilities of men, and of classifying men and measuring their qualifications, and of specifying and defining the partichlar kinds of jobs,so as to make po4ble a reasonable and rational fitting together of

9307r-24.4
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the men and the work. Sine( the war that system has been developed
and carried Out in much greater detail.
The different services in the Army Nv e re often confused, the same
type of work being called by different names. A. standard terminology
is being worked out. Instead of 565 titles of various specialized
jobs on Ow Army's occupational index, there will be something like
170, each One accompanied by specifications of the skill, knowledge.
and personal qualification; required to do the job properly. Standard terminolcgy and specification ar( the fumlai:lenitl 1)14 Of any
training system Nv hich she Army must develop for procuring or pro-

ducing the specialists needed in the military esIablishment.
The description of such a standard terminology and such specifications in the industrial work and in the engineerinflc world mitrht he
of like use to the training program. There are at the present time
over 11,000 different terms used by industry defining various types
of specialties. The statistics gathered by the Census Bureau and the
Bureau of Labor Statistics are in consequence difficult of classification. We do not know to-day how many machinists Olere are, nor
exactly what a n'iachinist is. We should attempt to get, in civilian
life, some sort of a standard terminology with reference to all types
of specialist work. One industrial community is interested in this
problem. 'Three of the leading industries of this cominunitv are
cooperating with three elements of the school systema univ41rsity,
a nwchanics' institute, and the public-school system- --to determine
what are the types of work required by the industries of that community, what terminology they will use in deseribingthe types of
workers, and what the definition of those types of workers shall be.
The industries have discovered that they are getting a great deal of
benefit from this analysis of their fobs, in regard to their replacement problems, wage scales, and other things within the industry.
The schools have also found a new point of view and a new interest
in their work.
The second part of the problem is to evolve ways and means of
discovering the bent of the men, their nattiral capacities, their desire
to work, their intelligence, and other things of that kind, in Order to
find out which job the man is best qualified to take. The Army used
the means that were developed during the war by the committee on
classification of personnel, by the psychological testing division of
the Surgeon General's Office. These tests have been studied and developed. Schools are already practicing with thee methods and are
making progress. Witirthp cooperation of iuduRtry, and working
along the line of these twq fundamental factors, the problem of coinmercial engineering will be solved more rapidly than by trying to
construct curricula before we know exactly what the problem is and
MP*
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before

understand the specific details of the duties that those men
must he trained to perform. They are not to be trained merely to
we

do particular johs, but. trainea in the fundamentals to be broadminded, competent, all-round men.
the most effectivn wziv of deterniining Nvhat fundamentals are is
to analyze what has tu be clone, to discover what principles and. what
basic ideas occur, and how they occur in the world's work. When a
student, studies Physics he has no perspective, because all topics are
Presented in the same Perspective. Texts in physics usually have
()Ine five to eight hundred various principles, rules, and laws. According to One analysis of specifications of the world's work there
¶:re 4,11 1v fl fundamental ideas of physic's. From my OW11 analysis of
the subject, there are not more than 25. rhe same.idea applies to
other sukjects. By recording and analyzing with care what, physics
(ices in the world's work, the fundamentals can be discovered, organivied, and taught in iyery much less time. By means of this analysis
and application in the Army, the time of training to definite standards of proficiency has been reduced by as much as one-half.
The analysis of what are fund:unentals applies to the social, economic, and civic aspects of the problem. If the engineer is merely a
master of the technical side of his work, and fails to understand the
Hwia I economic, and civic relations, he is out of touch with life, and
therefore does not win the professional recogniion which should be
accorci0 him. The Army insists illso that, the soldier he given some
4)f the fundamentals of social and civic relations. Based upon analsis a course of 30 lessons lms.been developed so that every. recruit.
learns about the organization of the krmy, why the Army exists at
all, what its relations are to the Govermnent, why the Government
exists, what. the dutie's of the soldiers are to one another as men. how
(-his country was organized in the first place, what it stands for, and
many other thing-; relating to social and human relations. This
material is organized as a series of discussions and episodes in tilt?.
1)141ier's life.

When we define our ideals of education in general telms, we have
only a very vague and inclisfinite objective, which is good to look
upon but does not get anywhere. This method of definite specifications takes a long time, but every month' spent at it gets you somewhere definitely ahead. In fact, if civil communities undertake this
program they must expect. to continue at it, and change and modify
it as time develops.
DISCUSSION.
131

GEORGE W. DOWRIE, dean of the school of business, (Taliversity of Minnesota. Lt is expectedthat the universities in four
years' time give to their students the culture that is assóciated with
.
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the university degree, instill in them the proper professional ideals,
make social-mindeir beings out of them, give them the fundamentals,
and help them apply what they have learned in preparation for some
specific task.' If so, they'must have help fro.m the Outside. The gulf
between school and business can be bridged by having suggestions,
inspirational talks from business men on the standards of their profe:-;sion, which will be later of real practical use, and, most of all. by
taking advantage Of the laboratory or clinical facilities aitorded by
business ilstablishments. Business men should study their neuds and
lest the universities know what they are; should help in ihe collection
of cAse materials. -In the use of case material and problems.'from
actual experience One can test the student's po.wer to analyze and cah
devekp qualities which will be of great value to him in meeting illy
problems of real life.
Tlw University of Minnesota is expel imenting with the plan of
sene,..ng: senior §tudents into imlustrial, financial, and mercantile
establishments, where they work as regular employees ovo days a.
week. They get the same wages as the less experienced help and are
routed according to a systemat i)lan right through the establishent. Each group of seniors is in charge of a specialist in his
major field, Ivho keeps track of what his students are doing in these
establishments.

4
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The universities demand that a professor of business subjects have
all the eruditio&and tlainik associated with a doctor of philosophy,
and the business map insists that he shall really know what he is
talking about. However difficult, these specification's must be mO.
Instructors must know what they are talking about, and at the sanfe
time be not so ebsorbed in a commercial connection that they neglect
their teaching. Business men and practicing engineers can assist
withthis pfoblem by helping place faculty members, in summer or
situations where they can get real, usea. when on leave of absence, in
r
ful, vital contact with business.
.

K. G. MATHESON, president, Drexel Institute, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. Business men and manufacturers should, adopt this
,

,

plan of visiting colleges and giving the students the benefits of their
prac6cal experierice. Engineering education demands that the student hAve the best preparatorrtruining possible, including and
emphasizing cultural studies, in addition to scientific subjects. If
the educational impatience of the American student can be overcome,;he should graduate froin a standard college of the cultOral
type before specializing in engineering. The graduates of such a
course of training not only would be thoroughly versed in their pro-.
fession, but. would be capable and valuable citizens as well. 'Since
college training is not made the basis of specialization, institutions
giving e4gineeOng courses should inculcate in thp curricula the

'
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maximum of cultural training. The most important fundamental
in education, as in life, is the building of character; without it, edueat ion becomes a menace instead of it benefit.
F. M. FEIKER, vice president, AlcGraw-1 fill Co., Inc., New York
City. This conference marks the bringing together of the men
whom I call the " makers " of education, the reachers, and the
" users" of education, the men ,in charge of our manufacturing and
commercial institutions, who take the product of the technical and
engineering schools. In the minds of the latter the former are to-day
on the defensive. A. large part of the misunderstanding between
tlit. t wo groups comes from lack of clearness in expressing each
other's point of view. To set up specifications for jobs is an illuminating attempt to get the users of education to present clearly what;
they believe to be the requirements for different clas!-,es f work and
different opportunities in their establishments. To educate men fog

.

I(%xecntive, positions in commercial establishments one must know more
specifically what are the requirements for these eiecutive positions.

There ipust he set up some broil(' differences in specific educatiotal
requirements between atn who are going into, technical engineering,
design Nvork, and commercial engineering. An opportunity must be
fouud for bringing together through some organized effort the users
of education.
The opportunity for the spread of an idea in A meeting of this sort
is very small. It is difficult to get ideas started in our great indus(vial life to-day. The hepartinent of Commerce ha.s been trying
during the last nine months or so to get over to induary. ,a new
conception of the department. It is the same as getting over a neyi
conception of business or engineering education to business men.
The only way to do it is to get the business men themselves inter.
ested in what is being done.
To bring echicators and business men together there is, furthermore, need of a common language. An industrial engineer is distinctly different from an electrical, chemical, or civil engineer so
"¡fir as his training is Concerned. A commerciar engineer is a man
with an engineering training who sells the products of an engineering concern by telling ihe buyer how to use the products. The men
who sell motor trucks are successful for a very different reason from
'that of the mp who sell pleasure cars. When you' sell a motoi truck
you have to sell a method of using it. A motor truck to be used
efficiently may completely change the method of handling goods in a
plant, arfd the salesman must know enough about processes and the
teqmical Irandliiig of the product to fit the motor truck as a unit of
tratnsportation into the general plan for the' figeory. The salesmAn
of 4't private ear makes his sale on tabasit of the upholstery, the
I
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painting, and the riding qualities of the car, none of-whkh requires
a technical background for successful selling.
CHARLES S. HOWE, president Case School of ..`ipplieA Science,
Cleveland, Ohio. Organizations dealing lareely with civic problems
during the last 20 years have greatly increased. Chambers of commerce now deal with every civic question. And yet rarely do we find
an engineer on the committees which are diScussing even the engineering problems before the city. Seldom in advertising clubs. city
clubs, rotary clubs, and church clubs are there any en.rrineers taking
part in the discussions. One great problem before the cit ies of to-dav
In Clevehind
its philanthropies.
is the question of treatment
.
there are ()yet. 100 such philanthrbpies under the control of one
organization. This organization disburses two or three million
dollars to the different charities of the city. :k11 of this work is done
thzpugh committek, athere are vractically no engineers Wpm aríy
of these committees. It would t-Alem. that the engineer is not paying
very much attention to some of his civic duties. One reason may be
because the engineer is a specialist along narrow lines. lit is difficult also for him to get away at noon to attend a civic meeting. The
a vertige engine& can not 410 it. The real reason however; is because
he can not talk.
If the engineering colleges Are to tra-in their 0-raduates to take
part in civic matters, they must give them a better training in
English, more training in speaking. The training in commerial
subjects also may be helpful.
IRA N. HOLLIS, president Worcester Polytelmic Institute,
ap-.
Worcester, Massachusetts. So far as engineering i cqncerned, t he
.
plication to business of some of the principles taught unjler engineering is V a st ly more important than the reverse. That 'would mean.
practically, less business, in science and more science in btlisiness.
The success of a college is molt a question aof men than it is of studies,
of clat-:sificatio.n, an" four-year sehedule§. That. is the chief factor in
any kind of education. One of the profesors at the Worcester Polytechnic Institute made of mathematics a human subject, alive to
every studént, and he made of himself a guide to every person who
.came into contact with him.
The course in engineering is overcrowded. There is no place for a
four-year course for accounting or business. The contact with commercial life ought either to come in a fifth year or after graduation.
Engineers do not neglect their civic and söcial duties. There is no
profe4sion superior to the engineer in this regard. Meetings like
this indicate thilt they are endeavofing to do even more than in the
past.
The word "engineer" wits used hundreds of years ako in ex.. actly the`-sense in which we use it to-clive It comes from the San-

a
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krit and meant " father" i II that language. With the Greeks and
the Roman= anti with (Wtbry modern narion as a rule, it carries the
idea " to create or to produce by the power of intellect." It has also
in it the idea "generf.pus," a certain nobility of character that would
lead the individual to real service of mankind. It is the fourth
:Ictivity that humanity -has developeathe teacher, including the
preacher; the lawgiver; the healer or the doctor; and the engineer,
that profession which has kept man alive on the earth and will
always iIe him
Y. NEAR chief of the information section. the United States
.

.

Bureau of 1 i tìs. Washington. D. C. 'There are three fundamentals
to make men work ; to mhke !II:whines work ; and to make processes
.iork. The training in the technic school is largely devoted to
niaking processes WO& Less is 'devoted to making madtines work,
:did still less to makitx men work. It-is liot only much easier to
'teach Twocesses, hut man is most likely to start with this. Our*
training dwells too much op processes and too little on the handlingof men. There will be plentyjof time for busines subjects in engineering education if we do not, dwell too much on the less essential
matters of the technical school life.
L. W. \V .1 LIAM: I executive eeretary of the Federated American
Engiheerim4. Sovieties. Washington. D. C. It would seem that our
universitiezi have been teaching too much about how to make money'
and not c;loulrlt along the lines of how to spend money ;. that they are
spending teo Much for building's and equipmept and not enough
for competent men to utilize the equipment. It may be that we have
too mudi memorizing and not, Onouglf thinking or reasoning; that
\\ e haNe too much curriculum and not enough personality and force
in the teachin,r ste. With improvement along these lines we may be
better salisfied vith the results of our educational institutions.
S. E. DOANE, chief engineer .National Lamp Works,, General
Electric Co., Cleveland, Ohio. An educational experiment of the
last 10 or 15 years that deals with the selection and training in
industry of college-picked men should be of interest. Nfen with
initiative, energy, and ambition were wanted. The engineering
schools were selected because the courses were unpopular and hard.
and frequently the. men worked their way through college. The type
of training was purely incidental. In order to get men fox the electrical business it made little difference whether they were mechanicians
or electricians. One of our best men came to us as an M. D.
The fundanwntals of engineering education are so nearly similar
that it does not matter much to us who make speciolists of these men
or in what field in college they were specializing. Frequently men
with engineerin¡i training gE,Ivitated tö the sales department. They
had ambitition and energy, slrong bodies, and clear minds. They
.

.
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were #ble to stand up and get through, and when they could citoos(
they naturally drifted to the line of work for which they were par-

ticularly adapted. In addition to training the mind, education is
a question of selecting men, of kee.ping their bodies in good slTpe,
of giving them a chance after they get out of college to gravitate to
the kind of work for which they are particularly adapted.
.

REPORT OF THE COMarTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.

Dean P. F. WALKER, of the University of Kansas, chairman
of the colianitite on resolutions, presented the following report:
I. Following the discussion that.has been participated in freely by
those in attendance at the sessions. t1e following statement is set
forth.einbodying certain principles which the conference believes to
be exilressive of proper aims and purposes of educational institutions and industrial organizations here represented :
1. It is believed *that the engineering profession will be advanced
in honor and dignity and in its capacity to-render a maximum of
service to humanity if in the scilools a substantial effort be
made to impart to students an adequate conception of the broad
field of action which is theirs in the realms of production, distribution, and finance.
2. It, is submitted that the principal means for accomplishinfr
this aim lies in a continuance of the sound and substantial work
of the established schools, supplemented and broadened where practicable by instruction in economics and business subjects and in the
basic principles of Foduction or industrial engineering; in which,
however, no specific curriculum additions are suggeisted beyond those
recommended by the first conference in 1919.
3. It eis recommended that estahlished schools of commerce and
business take under serious advisement the policy of supplementing
kandard curricula by the introduction of work in the eleffients of
engineering, in order that more, oi the business men of the future
may have a sympathetic understanding of construction problems
that are fundamental to economic progress.
4. It is believed that much May be accomplished through more
active researches in industrial and commercial lines to the end that
systematic scientific methods may be applied in meeting the problems and needs of \industry ; this with special reference to the
elimination of unnecessary wastes, the conservation of material
and human resources, and the lessening of production costs of
standard commodities of commerce.
5. The conference recommends that colleges of engineering and of
business adopt the following procedure in developing business training of enginèers and engineering training of business men:
_

'-
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(a) Secure the coopexation of industry in defining standard terminology and specifications of the- requirements of industry.
(b) Analyze the specifications of the requirements of industry to
determine what are the fundamentals that must be taught, and
organize the instruction accordingly.
(c) Study- and experiment with ways and means of discovering
native bent and measuring proticienc, that every student may be
(glided into a career of maximum achievement.
a6. We reaffirm the purpose of the connnittee On commercial engineering of the U:nited St:Ws Bureau of Education, ami recommend
that conferences under the direction ot the committee be held at
regular intervals.
IL Whereas the Second Conference on Con%imercial Engineering
has enjoyed the hospitality extended through, and very material
ftoperati(;n of, the Carnegie Instil ute of Technology!. Therefore be it
Resolved, by the conference in sesion assembled at Pittsburgh this

2d day of May. 1922
1. That the thanks of the caonference be extended to the Carnegie
Institute and coordinate branches. all of its officers of administration
and instructions for the hospitality aild services rendered.
2. That the especial thanks of the conference be extended to Doctor

Vamerschlag, president of the Carnegie Institute of Technology,
for his inspiring address and other acts of courtesy and cooperation;
and

,

3. That the thanks of the conference be extend0 to the students of
the College of Fine Arts of the institute who so acceptably entertained our members at the theater on Monday tvening.
By the committee: G. W. Dimrie. C. R. Mann, J. W. Roe, C. F.
Scott, VV. E. Wickendefi, and P. Firalker, chairman.
The report of the committee on resolutions was unanimously approved by the conferençe.
tar
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Fl N L SESSION.
Group Conferences, 2 p. m.

The report of the group con fe relict's is based tip Iii lon trim n il
nottbs n1(le hv member:, Of the conference and later conirmed hv tile
:speakers. Fur program of the group conferences, compare page -1.
GROUP 1, Dean Dowrie presiding.

Dean DOWRIE stated that there are fundamentals in husine*
training as well as in engineering; that engineers therefore need not
less than 25 semester hours in business subjects for engineering.
This may Divan, he s'ai(1, a post-senior year for engineering students
who expect to go into execu4ive lines.
C. 1Z JONES, dean, College of Engineering, West Virginia I'niversity, Morgantuwn, W. Va. The engineers and the commercial
group, in their endeavor to reach a common meeting point and to
establish an effective wking base for the solution of the general
problem under discussilF must necessarily approach each other from
opposite viewpoints. The engineer has a pretty definite idea of the
finished Product and knows about what an engineering executive
plus( do or ought to be able to do, but he got his busines training
for the most part-in the school of experience an(1 finds it difficult to
define exactly the type of courses and the subject matter that should
be given to the student to produce the effect wanted.
Teachers in the commercial group have everything that the engineers lack and more, but have only 'a hazy icjea of Nv h a t the
product should he, and consequently they find it extremely difficult
to formulate a course for an engineer that shall have, in it the
desired basic training in business and still leave enough time for
adequate training in the fundamental sagineering subjects.
There is a demand for four types of courses with commeNial
subjects:
1. Some commercial work should be given in all of the standardized engineering courses, such as- civil, mechanical, and electrical
engineering. Such instruction is, and has been, given at nearly all
institutions and is in most case§ definitely required. The experience
of teachers of engiheering and the continued emphasis on the part
of the employer ChAss fortli ()rough training in the "fundamentals".
.
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indicate that the schools have gone to the extreme so far asbconimercial training is concerned in the old-time courses. The engineering
si hook have made no sacrifice in adding commercial instruction.
It is not a good thing for any student to devofe all of his time during
the last two years of undergraduate work to purely technical. and
.ientific study and investigation. He needs at least tw6 or three
hours 14cr %Neck of a different type to broaden his viewpoint and to
--(111V0 as an antidote against too much specialization. Economic
and commercial subjects fill this gap very admirably and have as
much Purely cultural value as any other general courses that could
be chosen.
2. Commercial engineering courses have great possibilities. Time
will prove their worth. They afford an Opportunity for a student
who has the proper natural qualification for a businss career to
4ret a fairly thorough, though limited, course in some phase of com-

mercial work. business administration. transportation, ic.and still
thoe courses in science, mathematics, and eugineering common
to ail courses in engineering, awl perhaps some specialization in
!11111(1 one bralich. The difficulty is to provide enough engineering
trainiwr to enable him to take up the engineering side of the job.
should later circumstances make it.necessary or desirable.
3. Graduate courses in business administration for engineers or
rive or six year combined engineering and commercial courses can
be framed to satisfy both groups to a reasonable degree, but their
length and cost are limiting factors.
4. The course in industrial en(2.ineering, now considereil a standard
engineering course. with opportunity for courses in business administration and management.
From the standpoint of the engineer, the. list of subjects outlined
on the blackboard are all that should be included as required sub¡vets in an industrial commercilil course.8 In addition to these it
would beadvisable to permit some engineering electives along tho
line (tf tile inditstry which the student proposes to enter.
L. M. NICIW:RMOTT, head of department of commerce, College
'-of Engineering and Commerce, Municipal University of Akron,
Akron, Ohio. Our course in industrial engineering is a combination
04 commercial and engineering subjects with such subjects as mathematics, language, and English... The combination is favored by business men and engineers as marking a step forward. The extension
courses are filled to orpneity with factory employees. The course is
hard and utilizes for classroom study the problems that, come up
in their daily work. Attendance has. increased over 200 per cent
in 6;7(1 years. Courses in '11;i-counOng and busines$ administration
,tzet

.
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are offered to engineering seniors. The regular students in business
courses will get much more from them. It is much elisier to teach
engineers. They will accept 'statements readily, while business
students will always have to be shown the reason for the proposition. A new problem is much more readily attacked by the business
student than by the engineer. The training of the. former has been
of a character to enable him to do this. The engineer, in Order to
be a successful executive, will have to acquire this habit. The ahility

to reason is much more marked in students of business than in
engineerin.g students. The latter, therefore, should take as manv
ne always begin in a factory
business subjects as posihle. Entri4s
in a minor capacity, and they will naturally study the work in
which thev are engared. Not many study busines-; subjectsnew
materialat this time. The University of Akron is meeting this
condition by requiring emzineers to take at least 12 hours of business studies, with the privilege of taking more under special con-

.

ditions.
J. II. O'HARA, of .the department of economics. Carnegie
Institute of Technolog.:y, emphasized the value of the study of
industrial organization to sophomores taking production.
Dean .NicCAUSTLAND, University of Missouri. advised that
as much latitude as posible for business courses be given in engi
neering and that the same he (lone for engineering in business
courses. He did not think shopwork was necessary for industrial
organization.
Professor CALLAN. Harvard University, discussed the cotTrse in
"Synopsis of Engineering Problems" at Harvard, emphasizing
the value of inqruction in the technique of drawings. architectural
work, etc. Other aspects of engineering, he said, should lead to
an appreciation of engineering as a science and an art. All that can
be

'done will be to give to tlw business student with but little

engineering a broad sympatl tetic. understanding of the profession as
a whole.

R. A. STEVENSON, professor of avounting, College of Engineering and Commerce, University of Cincinnati. In the fall of

,

1920 the University of Cincinnati organized a course leading to the
degree of commercial angineer. It was organized in response to ii
demand for men in management positions who have been trained
in the fundamentals of engineering and in addition have a knowledge of business adnlinistration. Many of the graduates of the
engineering courses had been returning to take evening courses in
commerce. It is a five-year cooperltive course. During the first two
years the fundamental scientes underlying all engineering.- Physics,

chemistry, mathematics throughealculus, mechanics, and metallurgy
41,
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are studied. The outside cooperative lyork in industry during these
years is carried On in the production department of manufacturing
establishments. Thr-, student then takes a cooperative commerce
course in the university. The subject matter is similar to that given
in the other commerce courses. Less laboratory work is required.
The business firms of the city are e.nthusiastic about this program
as a training for business. 'fir banks which are using the students
o)f the third, fourth, and fifth years find that the rigid scientific
training of the first two years, coupled with the pro( u tion experience in industry, is a valuable foundlation for:banking ractice.
The same training should be valuable as a preparation for i i anagement positions in general.
Pean BISSELL, of Michigan Agricultural College, s ggested
industrial history as a desirable requirement for a course, b esigned to
give students of commerce a suitable groundwork in engineering subjects and emphasized especially the need of arithmetic.
Air. DOOLEY. director of personnel and training of the Standard
Oil Co. of New York, said that the course of study was not the important thing. A trained mind is the important thing in industry.
A man must. be able to sense a situation and Lro to the heart of a
problem. Enthusiasm anl intereq on the part of the student are
essentials, and not a specialized knowledge of facts. All courses, including commerce. engineering, and the arts, should be put into one.
Ail fundamentals should be taught so that all students would put
their whole hearts into the work tlicy take.
LOUIS MITCHELL, (lean L. C. Smith College of Applied
Science. Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. Y. Students in engineering may be receiving consi(ferable business training in their technical
studies. The study of watey supply and sewerage, for example, will
include the making of estimates, which involves the questions of labor
rates and material costs. It also includes the question of bondissues,
sinking funds depreciation, assessments, taxation; rates, and maintenance. Students of more than average ability should, however. be
encouraged to carry nontechnical subjects. business administration
subjects, as optional studies.
J. C. PINNEY, dean College of Applied Science and Engineer'ing, Maniikte University, Milwaukee, Wis. This conference confirms the increasing experience of educatorsVat ,representatives of
industry who employ the product of schools and colleges want men
who are willing to work, who can think along logical lines, and can
express their thoughts intelligently.
T. WARREN ALLEN, Chief,* Division of Control, Bureau of
Public Roads, United States Department of Agriculture. Educational institutions should devise means for keeping in contact with

;
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certain if not, all students for a sufficient length of time after they
have been graduated to gain some idea as to the coordination of their
experience in indust ry with their college education.. 'rests made during the time spent in college to determine the range, speed, and
Precision of mental activity aside from the ordinary examinations
might well be continued into the employment period. Postgraduate
development may then be studied in coimparison with undergrAuate
Nvork, the deficiencies in undergraduate work indicated, and steps
taken to correct them. The same course will not develop all students
in the same way. and if thorough tests are made in order to obtain
inqint ions of the progress of mental development, such information
should be of inestimable %.alue both to the student and to the instructor in determining future procedure,.
The value of tests of this character to a thinkincr stujent may be
likened to the value of cost. data to a contractor or a manufacturer.
Cost data provide the means of ascertaining whether i4 particular
operation is remunerative or not and how, if imssibie, a. 10:-s may
be curt afled or the operation be made more 1111111111er:it i ye. 1 f tjji
suggested undergraduate impvedure is folbmed by a record of tho
character and extent of postgraduate study, in connection with the
requirements of the work undertaken, add the mental' de.velopment
under the influences of these as determined by 1Triodic tests, educational authorities should in tittle secure for guidance in educational
work dependable data which would be difficult to secure in any
other Way.

II. J. ' 11 I IES, dean school of engineering, Harvard Univertv,

Most enp-inee6ng graduates enter the industries. If they are to serve industry well, their college work au:It,
he supplemented by considerable traiiling and expei.ience provided
by the industries. The real job of the engineering college is to
help ghidents to'build a sound foundation of scientific knowledge,
to cultivate open-mindedne-4s, and to aid them in developing habits
of accuracy, of observation, clear thinking, and those qualities of
heart and mind which make them good citizens as well as good engineers and business men. There constant presure from within and
without the college for new, special, and practical instruction to
meet the growing and changing needs of industry. In a conscientious effort to meet these demands the colleges have been attempting
much that could better be done by the intustries. The results have
too often been unsatisfactory to all concerned.
Many industrial executives understand the possibilitie,s and liniita
lions of the engineering colleges; !Any indusqial organizations are
cooperating with the colleges in the training of youni men for industrial positions. Some companies maintain training courses for

Cambridue, Mass.
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teAnical 'graduates; others provide summer training courses for
*undergraduates; some participate in industrial cocperation on the
Cincinnati plan, and a large number employ students during summer vacation. The opportunities for systematic industrial training
for graduates, however, are limited to a few fields of industry; in the
aggregate there are ninny such opportunities, but they are relatively
few in comparison with the number of graduates entering industry
every year. Summer work, which might be made an important part
of the btudents' preparation for industry. is of little real educational
value. because it is for the most part neither Well planned from an
educational standpoint nor properly supervised. Joint local Corninittee of industrial Aecutives and engineering teachers must, by
tudy of this problem, come to a thorough umterA.anding as to what

part each group can best perform in training young men for the
ii.ulustries. Such an understanding will inevitably result in economy,
efliciency, and better-trained en_rineers.
GROUPS NOS. 3 AND 4, Secretary Wallace presiding.

The following. excerpt \vas read front a letter sent by Eugene
Meyer, jr., :NIanaging Director of the War Finance Corporat ion, NNho
%vas unavoidably prevented from presiding at Group 4:
The training of overseas engineert is entitled to a more prominent place
in our tAucationar system. An overseas engineer must, of course, he thoroughly
qualified from a technical standpoint. But there are other requisites, particu-

larly, knowledge of language, history, fluvial and other characteristics, and
social points of view of the people with whom he will come In contact. The
difference between engineering at home and abroad is, for the most part, the
difference in the human element. The engineering technique may be the same
the world over, but the problems are different because of the hurnan element
involved.
Obviously,

n knowledge of hingunges is vital and fundamental. The superficial knowledge of language that is ordinarily obtained in our schools and
colleges is entirely inadequate. Every overseas engineer has to deal with the
labor oif the country in which he is working. Complete knowledge of the
history, characteristics, and thought of these people can only be obtained on
the spot and by expe;lence. Training courses can, however. furnish a satk-

factory background. An engineer going to South Africa needs a different type

of training from one who has to work among the Latin Americans or in the
Orient. The ability to adapt one's self to environment, useful even at home,
becomes vitally impatitant abroad. Success frequently depends Opon it.

G. L. SWIGGETF, chairman of the committee on commercial
engineering, reviewed briefly the situation in world development
are'as, particularly. in Latin America iind the Far East. He stres4ed
the importance of the engineer in America's.program of participation
.

in the economic development of the more backward areas. The en
gineer has not played the part on the whole in the past that he will
play in the future, provided that engineering training in the colleges

60
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is modified to include more of those subjects which give breadth of

imagination, keenness of vision, and something of the adventure and
courage of commerce. There is need for engineers trained in the
practical use of commercial languages and to the visualization of
economic resources, c(immercial products, and engineering designs in
the currents and structures of imtustry and comwerce. The engineering executive, with the trained uilderstanding of business details and
methods, will be the best qualified man to direct and supervise
_America's overseas invest ments and :-olve the business problems which
will necessarily arise frc;n1 those investments. The knowledge that
the world Juts an ample supply of engineers trained in this manner
and to this end Nvill unquestionably overcome our retarded investments in foreign fields, saving our nationals much trouble and cost.
W. W. NICHOLS, 1.11is-Clialmers Manufacturing Co. (Inc.), NCW
ork City. A great vxecutive has truly observ41 that. a man's suc-

profeional and Otherwise, depends moye on his capacity to
learn than on any other faculty, probably on the ground t hat other

cess,

necessary faculties Nvould be proportioned to such capacity. His convictions were foumled also on an extensive experience in placing
graduate engiu0ers. Capacity to learn depends onpthat exercise which
the training we call ediicat ion gives. Rarely do considerations of
curricula or educational methods indicate that such is the aim of our

.,

educational institutions. Most teachers overlook the fundamental
need for such exercise because they forget the essential character of
their aim. Only in comparatively recent years have professional
schools made progress in substituting training by demonstration, in
the broad sense, for the old method of education by affirmation. Afore
and more is there a realization that an ajcumulation of technical
information is not of itself so important. It s rather the nwntal
devejopnwnt that results frdm meditation on the merits of such information. Accumulation of facts is not to be deprecated, but accumulation of facts should never be the princifml aim of any educational process.
The inability of graduate eng:weers to express themselves properly
may be due to lack of culturart raining to which our professional
schools are now giving more attention. France is reported recently
to have restored the study of classics in the college curriculum because a 20 years' experience had proved a positive loss in culture,
resulting from the abandonment of these studies. Training in the
classics may not be necessary as proliminary to professional engineering suvcess. An enlarged capacity for knowledge, however. w4ith a
vision that tends to the progress which the engineer requires, may
depend on much more than the limited training of a particular
curricItilum.
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WALTER RITTMAN, professor of commercial engineering, Carnegie Institute of Technology. The engineer connected with overseas oil development is greatly handicapped without,
understanding of the new ways of financing, of race differences, and of legal
problems. To train engineers for these fields is not easy. A knowledge of the foreign languages is not the mairr thing. To exchange
goods and services successfully one must be acquainted with the spirit
and customs of the people with.whom one is dealing. The establishment of branch schools in foreign counaies, although hardly feasible,
offers one solution of the problem.

C. A. NORMAN, professor of maaine design, Ohio State UniMany of the leading schools have felt that
engineering students do not acquire through the language training
given the ability to read foreign technical literature, much less to eixpress themselves in a foreign tongue. These schools are hard pres
to meet the demands for civic and economic training. With an
overcrowded schedule there is a tendency to do away with language
training altogether. American engineers should be able, to read for:eign literature and to deal with foreigners in their own tongue. The
ileed often arises for knowledge of a language never taught in school;
for example, Russian, Chinese, and Portuguese, languages undoubtedly of great, importance im the future. One can hardly think of
teaching them to engineering students generally. We should, however; develop in our stbdents the ability to acquire knowledge in a
versity, Columbus, Ohio.

new field rapidly and without aid when need of such knowledge

arises. Foteign schools and our graduate schools develop this ability,
the, latter, however, at too late an age. By excessive coaching, super-,
vising, and scheduling we kill initiative and enterprise in our undergraduates. American college education develops ptrhaps the most
moral, generous, and decent type of man in the world; andithil must
not be given up; but we suppress the quality without which 4e will
not hold oui: own in technical or commerci.al competition withiforeign
nations. American engineering students are of high-grader material,
but they air now being trained down and fitted to become routifie
men and job holders at home rather than being stimulated to become energizers and vitalizers on a world scale. They must be given
concrete examples of the unusual possibilities in neiv and undeveloped fields, where higher trained men are scare; must become im-

bued with enthusiasm for real ipdividual achievement and for farreaching work. Business and. Government must help in this niatter.
Topic of Group 3. CIVIC AND SOCIAL TRAINING OF THE ENGINEER.

L. W. WALLACE, exewative secretary Federated Engineering
Societies, Washington, D. C. It was recently stated that perhaps
98076!---24-.10_
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the best way the United 'States could aid in the restoration of the
economic equilibrium of the world would be to assist needy Euro:
pean- countries in .the creation of new capital by sending trained
engineers to assist in the development of the great natural resources
of those countries. It is also stated with .authority that the allied
debt is a légal and moral obligation, but that if the debt is paid in
manufactured goods the result will be very serious tb American industry. It is therefore suggested Ifiat the debt, collectect on terms
most fa.vorable to the Allies, be not used in this country, but very
much as the Chinese indemnity was used, namely, spent in behalf
of the c6untries making the payments; that all money received in
payment of the allied debt be used to assist the small European
countries in building highways and also railways, both electric and
steam; in developing hydroelectric power; in developing technical
educational facilities and research; in encouraging the use of improved methods of farming and improved farm machinery and the
adoption pf better principles and facilities of manufacture, to include better organization, improved personal relations, and higher
intelligence in the executive group.
The proposed plan is social, economic, and scientific. h is quali.
,
tative, yet its execution would require the best of quantitative thinking; likce the need for the engineering type of mind and experience.
A keen .ptudent of world affairs has remarked that the engineer of
vision, of insight, and of quantitative thinking and experience,is the
hope of Russia and of the world, .,'
The question now arises whether tlie enA.ineer has had as a background that training which will enable him to meet his opportunity,
On the quantitative sidethe purely technicalthe answer certainly
is, yes. Perhaps, no, on the imagimitive, the qualitative side. The
engineer is considered a safe operator of a large. indusery, but not a
-

.

successful business promoter because he lacks enthusiasm and vision.
By temperament, kraining, and experience the engineer is an Individualist. He leads a quantitative existence. These qualities have
brought the world to its present high state of mechanical and scientific development. The world now needs the leadership of the quantitative mind softened by the qualitative touch. It needs the servioes
of men who have mastered the mate0al forces of nature 'and desire,
to use them for the benefit of man. Technical and professional business colleges must train men not only in the .technical aspects of
their vocations but must fill them with a zeal and an enthusiasm thin
will compel them to render a full measure of social and civic as well
as technical service.

ColoneLKEPPELE HALL, of the Joseph and Feiss Co., Cleve:
land, Ohio. There are to-day three or four new groups of ellgineers.
Thàre are many problems to be worked (14 alonwengineeling lines.

-
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An engineer is a man who can tear apart asproblem.and by means of
mathematics, mechanics, chemistry, etc., put it together to function
properly. T6 problem of bringing together men, machines, money,
materials, .ek.. is essentially a problem of the engineer. He is the
man who coordinates.. lie must have something more t Ian
, the fun4idamental engineering subjects; must.be ilnterested in p
mlogy, the
motives inciting the actions and iakic;n's of people. Ile must be a
eal tn.:tn. 'Alen who have liad no engineering experience can fill
positions of such demands, litit they ought to be engineers. Coal is
One of the most poorly managed industries in America. Waste in
'industry is possible Of solution and has been solved to some extent.
These arp things the engineer can .do and must do as part a his
'public duty to meet his responsibility to all mankind. The sreds
must 4)e planted in his mind while \he is in school: Banks are de*pendent on the information of the engineer. Engineers are called
upon to sun:ey industries.
.
Mr. Wallace stated that according to the, report of the c;mmittee
on waste in industry about 50 per cent of the waste could be eliminated by good management, while labor could assist in eliminating
per cent. The remainder was due to various causes.
G. L. SWIGGETT. chairman of the Committee on Commercial
Engineering. The interest in an.educational program combining engineering and commerce has now developed to a point theta there is a
dependable. scientific Approach to the problem of curriculum. Much
valuable information tliatw'ill assist in further development is being
secured by inves'tigatfon apd survey. We are learning-much about
.

,

the fundamental factors in indlistrx and commerce, of political,
econômic, and social interrelationsiNs in domeetic and foreign .
Regional eronowic%developments have a direct bearing
upon individual training pr9blenl.s, etc. This .is especially true of
the training designed for the engineer, since engineering must redder
such service to the community as road building, housing, sanitation,
and the working out ot all civic projects. The county is becoming.
the most important unit in national develoarnent, the basic unit. The,
civic duties of engineers in relation to county problem"§ have not klen
adequately reognIzed. Engineers must be trained to become county
managers as 'well as city managers. The engineer mugt utilize his
training in a cooperative manner for the benefit 'of the community.
The chairma4 closed the discussion with a f9w examples to show
the growing te4dency of engifieers to become aciive in civic and social
affairs.
commerce.
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